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The mission of Enterprise Ireland is
to accelerate the development of
world-class Irish companies to
achieve strong positions in global
markets resulting in increased
national and regional prosperity. 

To the Minister for Enterprise, Trade and Employment

In accordance with the Industrial Development (Enterprise
Ireland) Act 1998, Enterprise Ireland herewith presents its
reports and accounts for the year ending 2004.

Patrick J Molloy Chairman

Frank Ryan Chief Executive Officer
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Patrick Molloy (left) Chairman of the Board of Enterprise Ireland
with Frank Ryan, Chief Executive Officer. 
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Irish companies rose to the challenges in 2004 of new

markets, tough competition from low-cost suppliers, a

strong euro and continuous pressure to innovate on a

global level.  Their increased export success and corporate

growth is a tribute to their strategic thinking and

ambition to drive their businesses forward and contribute

to the growth of the Irish economy.

Chairman’s Statement
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Total export sales of €10.167 billion were achieved in 2004

by Enterprise Ireland clients, which represents a growth on

2003 of 5.6%.  Total sales by clients, including domestic

sales, reached €24.405 billion, up 4.3%.  

Client companies created 11,898 new jobs in 2004, of which

7,934 were first-time job gains.  Overall job losses were

13,215.  This results in a net decline in employment of

1,317, a 60% reduction in net job losses on 2003.

Irish industry and entrepreneurship is of paramount

importance to our economy and to our society, not least

because of the significant regional economic impact arising

from the activities of Irish companies.  During 2004, this

amounted to €17 billion in payroll and procurement

expenditures with every county in Ireland benefiting. 

The Board of Enterprise Ireland is committed to achieving the

highest standards of corporate governance, commensurate

with Enterprise Ireland’s responsibilities as a statutory agency.

In so doing, the Board applies the principles of good

governance, which are set out in the Code of Practice for the

Governance of State Bodies (Department of Finance, October

2001). The Board and management are, furthermore,

committed to ensuring that all of their activities, whether

covered specifically or otherwise in the code, are governed by

the ethical and other considerations implicit within it.

In July 2004, Barry O’Halloran retired from membership of

the Board of Enterprise Ireland, in accordance with Section

9(8) and (9) of the Industrial Development (Enterprise

Ireland) Act, 1998.  Barry has served as a Board member

since the establishment of Enterprise Ireland in 1998 and has

made a very valuable input to the work of the Board over these

formative years.  On behalf of the Board, I thank Barry most

sincerely for the quality of his commitment and contribution.

On September 17th 2004, An Tánaiste and Minister for

Enterprise, Trade and Employment, Ms Mary Harney, TD,

appointed Gerard O’Malley and Margaret Daly to the Board.

Gerard O’Malley is Managing Director of Malley & Associates

Intersearch.  Margaret Daly is an Environmental Consultant

(Margaret Daly Consulting Ltd.).  Both Gerry and Margaret

bring valuable experience to the Board of Enterprise Ireland.

I would like to thank all Government Departments for their

excellent support of Enterprise Ireland, including: the

Department of the Taoiseach; the Department of Enterprise,

Trade & Employment; the Department of Agriculture & Food;

the Department of Communications, Marine & Natural

Resources; the Department of Education & Science; the

Department of Finance and the Department of Foreign Affairs. 

My thanks also to our other partners, including: Bord Bia;

Bord Iascaigh Mhara; FÁS; Forfás; IDA Ireland,

InterTradeIreland, Science Foundation Ireland, Higher

Education Authority, Shannon Development, Údarás na

Gaeltachta and other State Agencies, industry associations

and third level institutions. It is my pleasure to work

alongside such partners for the benefit of Irish industry.

Patrick J Molloy
Chairman
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In 2004, Irish companies showed their determination to

succeed and expand in the global marketplace, despite

changing market demands and increasing competitive

pressures, especially from low-cost markets such as China

and Central and Eastern Europe.  They are embracing the

necessary change that is needed to survive and succeed

in world markets.

Chief Executive
Officer’s Report
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Today more than ever before, Irish economic success depends

on the growth of our own companies.  This success lies in the

research, commercialisation, production and sale of higher

value-added products and services to worldwide markets.  The

low-cost model of production is no longer available to Irish

companies.  They have to compete using high-value,

knowledge-intensive activities to support jobs and relatively

high wage rates.  We strongly support innovation and

creativity within our client companies and work closely with

them to achieve increased competitiveness and scale.  

A New Approach At Enterprise Ireland, we also adjusted

our focus and undertook a wide-ranging review of our

strategy and objectives.  This was led by our clients, market

research, the work of the Enterprise Strategy Group, the Inter-

Departmental Implementation Group, Forfás, the Department

of Enterprise, Trade and Employment, the Department of

Foreign Affairs and the Board of Enterprise Ireland.

As a result, we have committed to a new strategy with a

heavy emphasis on research and innovation, export growth,

competitiveness and entrepreneurship to deliver greater

numbers of new high growth companies with strong export

potential.  We have a particular focus on achieving balanced

regional growth, which is fundamental to Ireland’s economic

success.  Overall, our aim is to help Irish companies to grow

into self-sustaining, scaled enterprises with a strong

international market presence.

Our new focus included organisational change within

Enterprise Ireland.  Staff at home and overseas have been re-

positioned to work more closely with clients on an individual

basis and on a sectoral basis.  Dedicated business units have

been established to better match changing client and market

requirements, including an International Sales and Partnering

Unit, led by Gerry Murphy; and an Applied Research and

Commercialisation Unit, led by Feargal Ó Móráin.   We have

also established three new sectoral business units to

encourage growth in the key areas of: food and retail

consumer markets; software, services and emerging sectors;

and industrial and lifesciences markets. 

As part of our new approach, all entrepreneurs establishing

enterprises with high export growth potential will be

supported by a dedicated High Potential Start-Up Division.  It

has the resources to work with entrepreneurs as their

businesses progress from the initial concept phase through

the start-up stage and into further growth and development.

In addition, we have established a Scaling Division to increase

the number of Irish small to medium sized enterprises (SMEs)

that develop to become scaled industrial firms.  The

emergence of such scaled companies is an important

contributor to the continued success of the Irish economy.

A very important element in our drive to improve service to

our clients was the launch of the Client Charter in September

2004.  The Client Charter is an essential element in our drive

to deliver a specific measurable improvement in the quality of

service we offer to clients.
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Achieving export sales: Enterprise Ireland’s primary focus is

the achievement of international success for client companies.

In 2004, overall client exports increased by 5.6% to €10.167

billion.  Exports to Northern Europe increased by 7.2% to

€6.0 billion.  The UK remained the single largest export

market for our clients overall and the largest within the

territory of Northern Europe, with €4.63 billion in exports, an

increase of 6.3%.  The largest growth in exports was to Asia

with 19.6% growth to €501 million.  Several sectors showed

increased export growth.  The food and retail consumer sector

was the largest with €6.78 billion in exports, up 4.1% on

2003 with the primary meats sub-sector achieving strong

growth at 11.2%.  The largest growth sector was software,

services and emerging sectors which showed a growth of

10.4% to €1.2 billion. 

Enterprise Ireland actively supported 177 clients to enter new

markets through our assistance with market entry strategies, our

network of overseas offices and our provision of office space.

There were 107 first-time exporters and 154 companies

established a new market presence in overseas locations.

Over 9,500 sales meetings were organised for clients by

Enterprise Ireland and 56 missions both at home and abroad

introduced clients to top-level buyers.  In addition, 21 trade

fairs facilitated new market opportunities for 199 clients.

Networking and partnering opportunities both at home and

abroad continue to play a crucial role in developing trade and

knowledge links.  

A major outcome of these activities in 2004 was a new level

of partnership agreed between Enterprise Ireland and the

National Institutes of Health (NIH) in the USA, the world’s

premier medical research organisation.  The agreement

appoints a representative from Enterprise Ireland with the NIH.

This placement should increase the level, quality and scope of

R&D activity within Irish lifescience enterprises through: the

promotion of strategic collaborative arrangements with world

class scientists; the in-licensing of complementary technologies

from the NIH intellectual property portfolio; and the

promotion of revenue-generating direct export sales activity.

Investing in research and innovation: Enterprise Ireland

has intensified its drive to support the development of

innovative products and services that offer unique extra value

benefits to customers in world markets.  We focus our

support on three levels: In-company R&D, Applications-Driven

Research and International Science and Technology.  €30

million was approved under the Research, Technology and

Innovation Competitive Fund in support of 154 in-company

R&D projects and we invested a further €20 million through

the R&D Initiatives Scheme.  In support of the creation of

applications-driven research (applied research), we provided

€14.6 million in funding through the Commercialisation Fund.

In addition, 52 company-college collaborative projects were

supported through the Innovation Partnerships Initiative. 

Enterprise Ireland Annual Report & Accounts 2004

Our focus is on five main areas of activity:

• Achieving export sales
• Investing in research and innovation
• Competing through productivity 
• Starting up and scaling up
• Driving regional enterprise
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Competing through productivity: Enterprise Ireland

actively promotes the direct link between improvements in

productivity and enhanced competitiveness in world markets.

We work closely with clients and with international

organisations to support innovation in client productivity

relating to new product development, process efficiencies,

management development and technological advancements.

In 2004, we provided €5.7 million to clients for human

resource development, as part of a total industry investment

of €14 million. 

Starting up and scaling up: Stimulating and supporting

innovative start-ups with high export growth potential is a

central part of Enterprise Ireland’s strategy. In 2004, 65

new start-ups were supported by Enterprise Ireland across

all sectors and the number of start-ups established by

expatriate entrepreneurs doubled to 10% of the total.

Increasing the number of Irish companies reaching scale is

an important element in achieving continued economic

growth.  Enterprise Ireland has established a dedicated unit

to specifically support the growth of scaled companies. 

Driving regional enterprise: Driving enterprise growth

throughout the regions of Ireland is central to Ireland’s

continued economic growth and a key objective of

Enterprise Ireland.  A review of our strategy to support

regional development is underway.  We work closely with

local industry bodies, third level institutions and other

business networks to encourage and promote start-ups,

spin-off enterprises and business expansions.  We continue

to co-invest with the private sector in the development of

venture capital funding and four venture capital funds now

have specific regional mandates.  In 2004, seven new

Community Enterprise Centres (CECs) were opened around

the country in support of local enterprises.  A total of 97

CECs, involving an investment of €23 million by Enterprise

Ireland, are now operational throughout the regions, with

associated employment of 3,000 people.  We also continue

to support the development of enterprise space

throughout the regions including incubator space in

Institutes of Technology, Universities and the new

Webworks technology hubs.  

Finance and investment: Enterprise Ireland supports the

development of Irish industry through direct investments in

individual companies and also through investment in

venture capital funds.  In 2004, Enterprise Ireland

supported 163 significant investment projects.  Of these,

51 investments were in projects located in the Border,

Midlands and West.  They included: R&D, start-ups,

expansions, management and human resources and

eBusiness development. 

Total Enterprise Ireland financial commitments to

companies in 2004 were €75 million.  This was made up

of €25 million in share capital investment; €33.8 million in

R&D, training and other capability building support; and

€16 million capital and employment support for capacity

expansion. 

Enterprise Ireland realised €13.1 million from share sales

and redemptions and €1.9 million in dividends from its own

equity portfolio during 2004.

Enterprise Ireland has also been involved in supporting

Venture Capital Funds since 1994 under two initiatives: the

Seed and Venture Capital Measure (Operational Programme

1994 – 1999) and the Seed and Venture Capital

Programme (National Development Plan 2000 – 2006).  In

total, Enterprise Ireland has supported 30 different venture

capital funds through commitments of €143 million.  This

has led to a total of €545 million under management by

these funds. 

8+9
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I wish to recognise the flexibility and hard work of
Enterprise Ireland staff and in particular their pro-
active involvement in the development and
implementation of our new strategy.  I also wish to
join with our Chairman in thanking all our partners
in industry and Government for their continued
support and assistance.  We will be relentless in our
efforts to meet and exceed client expectations.

Frank Ryan
Chief Executive Officer

Enterprise Ireland Annual Report & Accounts 2004

Patrick Molloy (left) Chairman of the Board of Enterprise Ireland
with Frank Ryan, Chief Executive Officer. 
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into account all agency expenditure on all firms in the period.  Only jobs created 
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the calculations.
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1. Capability Building €24m

2. Capacity Building €18m

3. Equity and Venture Capital Funds €42m

4. Technology and Scientific Infrastructure €64m

5. NET Operating Costs €86m

Total  €234m

1. Client Services Network €31m

2. Overseas Office Network €18m

3. Regional Office Network €6m

4. Science and Innovation Support €15m

5. Corporate Services Support €16m

Total  €86m

Breakdown of net operating costsEnterprise Ireland allocation of funds

04
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Summary key corporate targets out-turn 2004

TARGET OUTTURN
Exports (gross gains) €1.250b €1.045b
New jobs (first time) 8,000 7,934
New start-ups 65 65

10+11
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RESTRUCTURING IN RESPONSE TO CHANGING CLIENT

NEEDS Enterprise Ireland has re-structured its network of

overseas offices to take account of new market demands and

client feedback.  Global markets have been divided into five

regions which report into one division - International Sales &

Partnering. The regions are:

- Northern Europe 

- Southern Europe, Middle East and Africa 

- Germany, Central/Eastern Europe and the Balkans  

- Asia 

- The Americas  

In addition, a new emphasis on the technical and sales skills

of our overseas staff enables Enterprise Ireland to effectively

help client companies gain a competitive edge in new markets.

" The services of our international network have also been

reorganised to fall into four distinct categories:  " Starting to

export: We offer targeted support for first-time exporters.

Enterprise Ireland staff identify and evaluate new market

opportunities, and potential customers for first-time exporters.

This includes sourcing partners and distribution channels,

facilitating in-market visits tailored to specific client needs,

providing access-to-market expertise and detailed follow-up

assessments on markets and potential customers.  " Growing

exports: Services for existing exporters include the identification

of new market opportunities, customers and partners; and on-

the-ground support to build key customer relationships and

market strategy development.  We also set up itineraries in the

local market, providing access to key local decision makers and

customers.  " Specialist sales support services: These

supports include office space, incubator units, translation

services, regulatory support, marketing communications and PR

assistance, trade fairs and buyer relationship building both in the

target market and in Ireland.  We also offer advice on regulatory

issues, on outsourcing to improve competitiveness and on

opportunities from the use of imported technology.  " Third

party introductions: We provide introductions to third party

professional service providers to help with local issues such as

legal, recruitment, funding, mergers, acquisitions, debt

collection and PR/advertising.

MARKET OVERVIEW Irish companies delivered a good

export performance in 2004, following the global economic

growth revival that began in the latter part of 2003.  New

export sales from Enterprise Ireland clients improved, reaching

€10.167 billion, a rise of 5.6% on 2003.  The largest exports

sector was food and consumer retail sector which totalled

€6.78 billion, a growth of 4.1%.  The largest growing sector

was software, services and emerging sectors which increased

10.4% to €1.2 billion.  Industrial and lifesciences products

grew 3.8% to €1.9 billion.  " Overall, clients with Enterprise

A primary focus of Enterprise Ireland continues
to be the support of client companies in their
efforts to secure international sales.  Irish
exporters performed well under the difficult
trading conditions of recent years and in 2004,
they built on that resilience and adapted to
changing global markets. Gerry Murphy

International Sales and Partnering
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Ireland support won 863 new customers, distributors or

partners in export markets in 2004, mostly in Northern

Europe and Asia.  In addition, 154 Enterprise Ireland client

companies established an overseas market presence during

the year and 177 companies entered new export markets.  "

Northern Europe continues to be the largest export market.

Exports to Northern Europe increased by 7.2% to €6.0 billion.

Food and consumer retail markets continues to be the biggest

export sector with €4.2 billion, an increase of 5.8%.  Sub-

sectors that performed particularly well include primary meats

which increased exports by 12.6% and engineering which

showed strong growth at 9.6%.  The UK remained the single

best export market for our clients overall and the largest

within the territory of Northern Europe.  On its own, the UK

accounted for €4.63 billion in exports, an increase of 6.3%.

Dairy and drinks was the largest sub-sector in the UK with

€1.5 billion in exports.  The largest growth was in digital

media, eLearning and education, which grew 23.5% to €56.6

million.  A total of 47 companies established a new marketing

presence in Northern European markets and 299 appointed

new customers, distributors or partners.  " Exports to the

Americas increased slightly by 1% to €1.1 billion.  Food and

consumer retail remained the largest sector with €472 million

and in particular, its consumer foods sub-sector showed

particularly strong growth, rising 52.2% to €9.1 million.

Software, services and emerging sectors rose 14.6% to

€398.3 million.  Twenty-one companies established an

overseas presence in the market and 120 customers,

distributors or partnerships were secured.  Fifty-seven clients

exported to the Americas for the first time of which 35 were

new to exporting.  " Exports to Southern Europe, the

Middle East and Africa rose 7.7% to €940.6 million.  The

largest sector exporting to the region was again food and

consumer retail with €677.9 million.  The largest growth area

was industrial products which rose 14.6% to €103.2 million

with particular strong growth of 34.1% by the construction

and timber sub-sector.  A total of 75 new customers,

distributors or partnerships were appointed and 15 clients

established a presence in the market.  Twenty clients also

began exporting to the region.  " Exports to Germany,

Central/Eastern Europe and the Balkans fell slightly by 3.7%

to €705.6 million.  In particular, exports of electronics and

consumer foods fell 39.9% and 38.3% respectively.  The best

performing sub-sector was dairy and drinks which rose 11.7%

to €234.9 million.  Excellent growth was seen in both

construction and timber and lifesciences and chemicals which

rose 47.8% and 27.3% to €44.6 million and €32.6 million

respectively.  Twenty clients exported to the region for the first

time and 134 secured new customers, distributors or partners

in the market.  " Asia showed the largest growth in exports

at 19.6%, bringing total exports to the region to €501.5

million.  Food and consumer retail was again the largest

sector at €222.7 million, a growth of 8.8%.  Exports of

industrial products rose 50.5% to €100.3 million with

electronics, engineering and lifesciences and chemicals

performing very strongly.  In total, 28 client companies chose

Asia for their new export markets, reflecting the growing

strength and potential of the region in world trade.  A total

of 235 companies secured new customers, distributors and

partners in the region.

BRINGING BUYERS TO CLIENTS Creating sales

opportunities for clients with specific buyers is a major focus

of Enterprise Ireland’s activity.  This involves sourcing the

relevant buyers and influencers, establishing their interest in

our clients, making the introductions and following up on

progress.  " A total of 9,528 client/buyer meetings took

place in 2004 across all sectors and markets.  Asia hosted the

most client/buyer meetings with 2,904 taking place and

Northern Europe had 2,556.  A further 1,989 were initiated in

the Americas and 1,256 took place in Germany,

Central/Eastern Europe and the Balkans.  In addition, there

were 823 in Southern Europe, the Middle East and Africa.  "

Leveraging relationships with global buyers: A special

Global Companies Unit has been established to strengthen

relationships with selected multinationals on behalf of clients.

This includes: facilitating investment by these companies into

Irish companies, particularly start-ups; the transfer of

intellectual property; and enabling access to relevant sales,

marketing and industry knowledge.  The sectors targeted

include: information and communications technology,

pharmaceuticals, lifesciences, medical devices and

automotives.  " As a result of initial contact, several

multinationals have visited Ireland to evaluate potential

business opportunities with Enterprise Ireland clients.  For

example, strategic venture capital investment opportunities
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Tyrone Productions is one of Ireland’s leading independent television

production companies. In 2004, its exports rose 15% as the company

expanded in the US and UK markets, and the company also agreed some

key distribution deals in Australia.

Founded in 1987 by John McColgan and Moya Doherty,

Tyrone Productions is globally renowned for having

produced and directed ‘Riverdance the Show’. The

company also created and produced for television the

opening ceremony of the 2003 Special Olympics. Its many

award-winning programmes cover a number of genres

including drama, documentary and entertainment, for

national and international markets.  " Tyrone

Productions had significant export successes in 2004 that

grew the company’s business in the US, laying the

foundations for long-term export success.  The company

won a commission from US broadcaster WLIW USA for its

DVD ‘Riverdance The Best of Ten Years’. Tyrone has also

expanded its distribution in the US with two new products

which they produced this year.  " Following discussions

between Enterprise Ireland and Channel 4, Tyrone

Productions became one of the first Irish companies to win

a place on the channel’s prestigious training initiative, the

Broadcast Researcher Development Programme. Enterprise

Ireland co-funds the company’s participation in the

initiative. It gives the participating researcher intensive

training and access to broadcast commissioning editors

across the spectrum of UK broadcast media.  " In

addition, Enterprise Ireland has organised a visit by Irish

production companies to key commissioning editors at

Channel Four in 2005 and Tyrone Productions won the

commission to produce a showreel highlighting the

expertise of the Irish media production industry.  Enterprise

Ireland also assisted Tyrone Productions in meeting with

key buyers in the US and contributed to the company’s

fact finding mission to the US in 2004. 

www.tyroneproductions.ie

04
Tyrone Productions
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were brokered for our client companies with selected partners

including Siemens Mobile Acceleration, the early-stage

wireless and wireline investor of Siemens Communications. 

Other examples of client/buyer activities include:  The UK:

Under the Public Sector Programme 2004 - Partnering to Win,

Enterprise Ireland hosted a series of events for Irish software

and services companies targeting the Public Sector in the UK

and Ireland.  The aim was to provide an understanding of the

public procurement processes and the main systems

integrators and highlight potential partner opportunities for

clients.  The event also provided an opportunity for clients to

meet with system integrators including Anite, BT, CSC, Esat BT,

Microsoft, Northgate and representatives from the NHS and

local government.  There were 44 Irish companies involved in

the initiative.  Two solid partner relationships have since been

formed and several other agreements are in development

stage.  " The USA: A BioPharma Trade Mission from the

USA came to Ireland in November with the objective of

building collaborative and strategic partnering opportunities.

Nine of the top USA companies, the National Institutes of

Health and Cornell and Rice Universities met with 21 Irish

companies.  " EU Accession States: Enterprise Ireland

brought 70 buyers from the EU Accession States to Ireland

just ahead of their entry into the EU.  They met with current

and potential Irish suppliers in a programme of meetings.  "

Australia and New Zealand: Buyers from the eLearning,

telecoms, financial services and agricultural machinery sectors

in Australia and New Zealand visited Irish suppliers to

negotiate distribution agreements and sales opportunities.  "

Spain, Italy and Portugal: A key group of 29 decision makers

in the computer software sector held meetings with 50 Irish

companies.  These companies are currently quoting on

business opportunities in these markets worth over €4

million.  " Iran: In December, 19 Government and private

sector systems integrators from the Iranian Informatics

Association visited Ireland at Enterprise Ireland’s invitation.

They met with 50 Irish companies mainly from the banking

and eLearning sectors. 

OVERSEAS TRADE MISSIONS AND TRADE FAIRS Trade

missions and trade fairs are essential for building networks

and sales leads and for developing relationships between Irish

companies and buyers in export markets.  " Enterprise

Ireland organised 77 trade missions and trade fairs in 2004.

These important initiatives lead to direct sales, partnering and

distribution opportunities for client companies.  Some

examples of such events in 2004 include:  Trade Mission

to Iran & the Gulf: This was the first trade mission to Iran in

over 10 years.  Twenty-eight companies participated in the

Iran, UAE and Saudi legs of the trade mission and over 220

meetings with buyers were set up by Enterprise Ireland.   "

Two Australian/New Zealand Trade Missions: A financial

services and telecommunications trade mission to

Australia/New Zealand enabled eight client companies to have

over 100 meetings and networking opportunities with key

local buyers.  Five new reseller agreements and two new

customers were signed up by Irish companies.  " A second

trade mission to Australia/New Zealand by eight agricultural

equipment clients took place in 2004.  Central to the mission

was our clients’ participation at the Australian National Field Day

trade fair in New South Wales.  The event attracted over 800

exhibitors and some 35,000 primary producers and agricultural

dealers or distributors.  Close to €600k in export sales are

expected to flow from the event.  " Trade Mission to

Hungary: Michael Ahern, TD, Minister for International Trade,

led the eighth trade mission to Hungary in 2004.  It included 17

companies from the industrial, pharmaceuticals, furniture,

environmental and services sectors.  " TechLearn – New

York: Enterprise Ireland hosted six Irish eLearning companies at

this US trade show which is the most important eLearning event

in the US market.  Irish companies showcased their products

and services and met with key buyers in the trade.  

INTERNATIONAL NETWORKING & KNOWLEDGE SHARING

Networking events provide an excellent forum for industry

professionals to discuss the progress of individual areas of

expertise and the latest developments in a sector.  For

example, Enterprise Ireland ran a series of seminars on the

Asian market.  These included: Jump Start to Japan; Doing

Business in India; Competitiveness through China; and

Broadband in Korea.  Our events in the USA covered a range

of sectors including jewellery, utilities, eLearning and financial

services.  Other examples of knowledge sharing events in

2004 include:  Business breakfast for Chinese Premier: On

behalf of Enterprise Ireland and to further economic and
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International networking is essential for building relationships in industry, in

academia and with the wider expatriate community.  Enterprise Ireland’s objective

from its international networking initiatives is three-fold: to encourage innovative

research personnel to share their knowledge with Irish researchers or to locate in

Ireland; to attract high calibre executives back to Ireland to join and help build our

knowledge-intensive workforce or start their own businesses; to encourage

international contacts to act as a gateway into their countries for Irish exporters. 

The Irish expatriate community abroad offers a wealth of

networking opportunities. A particular emphasis in 2004 was

placed on stimulating and leveraging these international

business connections. Some examples of initiatives include: "

Young Irish Professionals:  In June 2003 Enterprise Ireland

established a network of Young Irish Professionals in the UK.

The network provides an opportunity for Irish expatriates to

share knowledge and build relationships. It encourages them

to return to Ireland to either set up a new business or

undertake research and it assists Irish companies looking for

access to export markets. Since its launch membership of the

network has grown to over 1,200. Members come from

different sectors including: financial services, law, publishing

and creative industries. " TechLink UK Ireland:  This network

of scientific industry experts links representatives from the UK

and Ireland to further the exchange of knowledge, news and

expertise. Over 180 leading scientists and entrepreneurs

attended the network’s launch conference in London, to

discuss the growth of the Irish lifescience industry. "

Ireland-UAE Business Group: Enterprise Ireland created and

launched this networking group in Dubai with the

participation of Mr Frank Fahey TD, Minister of State,

Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment. It aims to

create a network of Irish business people working in the

United Arab Emirates, bringing them together through

quarterly networking meetings. Since its launch the group has

gathered over 150 members. " BioLink USA-Ireland: This

networking body now connects over 700 experienced

expatriates in lifesciences across the US with Irish institutions

and industry. It aims to foster relations among members to

support the development of the biosciences in commercial,

academic and Government settings in Ireland. It has resulted

in new start-ups in Ireland, and has furthered investment and

partnerships for Irish lifesciences companies.

04
Did you know?

International Expatriate Networking

At TechLink UK Ireland Event, were from left to right: Minister
Michael Ahern, TD, Minister for International Trade; Maurice
Treacy, Director, Biotechnology Division, SFI; Dame Bridget
Ogilvie, Chair, Visiting Professor, University College London
and Stephen Hughes, Manager, Industrial Products and
Lifesciences Division, Enterprise Ireland UK. 

BioLink USA-Ireland President, Dr. Denis Headon speaking at a
Bioinformatics Conference in Dublin. 
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trade links, An Tánaiste, Mary Harney, TD, hosted a business

breakfast for His Excellency, Mr Wen Jiabao, Premier of the

People’s Republic of China. Over 140 participants from

Ireland’s business and education sectors took part.  "

German Mobile Telecoms networking event: Enterprise

Ireland and the Irish Ambassador to Germany invited high

level decision makers from the German mobile industry to

meet with 14 leading Irish mobile technology companies.  The

event attracted key people from all the major operators and

suppliers.  It helped participating clients to develop contacts

and accelerate their negotiations with their target customers.

" Switzerland Business networking event: This event was

held in Zurich and hosted by Minister for International Trade,

Michael Ahern, TD, and Ireland’s Ambassador to Switzerland.

It attracted over 80 attendees including many senior decision

makers and influencers from leading Swiss companies.  "

UK Business Accelerator Programme: This programme aims

to connect Irish client companies with an in-market business

accelerator – a high profile industry expert from a specific

sector with the experience, contacts and knowledge to

support the company’s expansion and development into a key

export market.  Following the programme’s launch in the UK,

19 assignments are underway or waiting approval. 

Exports

2003 €9.629 billion

2004 €10.167 billion

New export sales (gross gains)* +€1,045 million

Gross losses -€507 million

Net growth +5.6%

* Includes export gains recorded by meat and dairy commodity companies amounting to €260 million.
Source: Forfás/Enterprise Ireland Annual Business Survey

Exports – 2004 by Main Market Area* (€ million)

2003 2004 Growth 2003-2004

Northern Europe 5,605 6,008 +7.2%

Germany, Central/Eastern Europe & the Balkans 733 706 -3.7%

The Americas 1,113 1,123 +0.9%

Southern Europe, Middle East & Africa 873 941 +7.8%

Asia 419 501 +19.6%

Rest of world 239 279 +16.7%

Total 8,982 9,558 +6.4%

* Excludes sales recorded by the Irish Dairy Board
Source: Forfás/Enterprise Ireland Annual Business Survey
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Swan Net Gundry is a manufacturer of fishing nets and an international service

company to the fishing industry. Based in Killybegs, Co. Donegal, the company’s

exports account for 35% of its €16 million turnover.  This represents an

increase of 10% in exports in 2004 as Swan Net Gundry expands in markets

such as the US, the UK, Australia and Chile. 

The company’s international success has enabled it to

expand during difficult trading times for the fishing

industry as a whole.  This success resulted from a strategy

based on diversification of market and product.  In order

for the company to beat local competition in its target

markets, it needs to offer customers a local service base to

maintain its nets and other products.  " In 2004, Swan

Net Gundry opened a service base in Chile, augmenting its

six other service centres in the UK and the US. This level of

market commitment is crucial to win sales and to retain

customers for repeat business.  " The company also

continually invests in market research and product

innovation. Enterprise Ireland assisted Swan Net Gundry in

terms of strategy, R&D and on-the-ground support from its

overseas offices.  " Swan Net Gundry has recently

diversified into producing sports nets and also safety nets

for the building industry. Further expansion is planned and

the company will begin exporting to new target markets

outside Europe.  Swan Net Gundry currently employs 100

staff, 75 of whom are based in Donegal.

www.swannetgundry.com

04
Swan Net Gundry
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Exports – 2004 by Key Client Category (€million)

2003 2004 Growth 2003-2004

Software, Services & Emerging Sectors 1,123 1,240 +10.4%

Industrial & Lifesciences Markets 1,873 1,945 +3.8%

Food & Consumer Retail Markets 6,511 6,779 +4.1%

HPSUs 122 203 +66.4%

Total 9,629 10,167 +5.6%

Source: Forfás/Enterprise Ireland Annual Business Survey

Client Exports – 2004 Gains and Losses (€million)

Sector 2003 Exports Gross Gains Gross Losses 2004 Exports Net Growth

Software, Services & Emerging Sectors 1,123 +149 -32 1,240 +10.4%

Industrial & Lifesciences Markets 1,873 +260 -188 1,945 +3.8%

Food & Consumer Retail Markets 6,511 +537 -269 6,779 +4.1%

HPSUs 122 +99 -18 203 +66.4%

Total 9,629 +1,045 -507 10,167 +5.6%

Source: Forfás/Enterprise Ireland Annual Business Survey
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The Enterprise Ireland Trade Mission to Japan and Korea in 2004 marked the

first in a series of new initiatives to refocus and strengthen Ireland’s trade with

Asian markets.  The mission, led by Mr Micheál Martin, TD, Minister for

Enterprise Trade and Employment, aimed to raise awareness of Ireland at

government and business level in these two strategically important markets.

The mission was also used to further partnerships and sales opportunities for

Irish companies with organisations in both countries.

In total, 40 companies participated on the mission to Seoul

and Tokyo, primarily from the IT, education, telecoms,

engineering services, seafood sectors and online games.

Participants held individual consultations with Japan’s and

Korea’s leading companies, introducing their products and

services to potential buyers. " During the mission a new

promotion programme for international education services,

led by Enterprise Ireland and the International Education

Board of Ireland, was launched in both Korea and Japan.

International Education is one of the fastest growing areas in

the international services sector worldwide and holds great

potential for Irish education providers.  In 2003 / 2004,

foreign students in Irish colleges generated €300 million, with

growing numbers from Korea, Japan, China and India. "

Enterprise Ireland’s new office in Seoul was opened during the

mission.  At the opening ceremony Enterprise Ireland also

exchanged a memorandum of understanding with the Korea

Game Development and Promotion Institute to facilitate joint

business ventures in the games industry.  Korea has a highly

developed games market, worth $1.27 billion, and there is

considerable potential for Irish companies to exploit

opportunities opening up in Europe and North America

through Korean partnership arrangements. " The Japanese

market is the second largest economy in the world.  In the

past it has been difficult to break into this market due to

protectionism and cultural barriers but it has changed and

internationalised in recent years.  The challenge now is to

exploit the new opportunities emerging as Japan opens up to

foreign imports. " South Korea is the world’s 12th largest

economy and has a population of nearly 50 million.  There is

very little awareness of Ireland within Korea, but beginning

with this trade mission Enterprise Ireland has initiated a new

campaign to highlight Ireland’s capabilities and the products

and services of Irish suppliers in the market. 

04
Did you know?

Trade Mission to Japan and Korea

Enterprise Ireland and KGDI (Korea Game Development and Promotion
Institute) exchanged MOU on Nov.15 2004 on the occasion of the opening of
the Seoul Office at the presence of Minister Micheál Martin, TD, Minister for
Enterprise, Trade and Employment and Ambassador of Ireland to Korea:
From left: His Excellency Conor Murphy, Ambassador of Ireland to Korea; Dr
Jong Sik Woo, President of KGDI and Minister Micheál Martin, TD, Minister
for Enterprise, Trade and Employment

Tokyo, Nov 2004: Minister Micheál Martin, TD, Minister
for Enterprise, Trade and Employment and Mr. Liam
Shanahan, Managing Director, Shanahan Engineering. 
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As part of the Enterprise Ireland trade mission to Korea and Japan, the new Enterprise Ireland office in Seoul
was officially opened Monday November 15th -  Pictured L-R His Excellency Conor Murphy, Ambassador of
Ireland to Korea; Mr Jung Byung-chul CEO, LG CNS Co Ltd and Chairman of the Korea Software Industry
Association;  Minister Micheál Martin, TD, Minister for Enterprise, Trade and Employment and Dr Jong Sik
Woo, President, Korea Game Development and Promotion Institute.

Morgan Connolly, Managing Director, Long Haul Technologies, explains
the benefits of their LongRest air cushion at a Press Conference in Tokyo
when he announced the selection of the cushion for seats in all cabin
classes on CAL's new A330-300 and B747-400 fleet. The seat is
manufactured and installed by Koito Industries in Yokohama, Japan. 

Minister Micheál Martin, TD, Minister for Enterprise, Trade and Employment and Frank Ryan, Chief Executive Officer, Enterprise Ireland enjoy a joke with speaking robot Asimo on a visit to NTT
DoCoMo's showroom in Tokyo in November 2004, after a meeting with Mr. Kunio Ishikawa, Senior Vice President of NTT DoCoMo (seen in background) and Ms Rie Ina to discuss global
opportunities for Irish companies with NTT DoCoMo. 
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2 Investing in Research & Innovation
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Ireland needs to foster this culture of innovation in order to

stay competitive against the low cost countries that have

emerged in world markets. " In line with the EU’s Lisbon

Agenda and the recent report to the Inter Departmental

Committee on Science, Technology & Innovation entitled

Building Ireland’s Knowledge Economy, Enterprise Ireland has

re-structured its approach to intensify its support in the area

of R&D and innovation. " Our activities under Research and

Innovation fall under: In-company Research and Development;

Applications-Driven Research; and International Science and

Technology. 

IN-COMPANY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT Enterprise

Ireland continues to support companies to develop new

innovative products and services through our Technology,

Automation and Productivity Unit.  In 2004, approximately

€50 million was invested in companies to support in-

company R&D activities.  €20 million was approved to

support 54 projects in Enterprise Ireland client companies

through the R&D Initiatives Scheme (formerly known as the

R&D Capability Scheme).  In addition, the Research,

Technology and Innovation (RTI) Scheme approved over €30

million in funding to 154 R&D projects within companies in

Ireland. " A tns/MRBI survey of RTI recipients carried out in

early 2004 of almost 100 companies showed that over 85%

of companies introduced new products and two-thirds

recruited new R&D staff as a result of RTI investment.  More

than 60% of recipients also cited benefits relating to: the

strategic planning of new product development; application

prioritisation and costing; idea generation; and technology

road mapping. " This excellent impact of RTI spend was also

reinforced by case study reviews conducted by independent

consultants.  Many companies found that their involvement in

the RTI scheme led to: improved resource allocation to R&D;

enhanced staff knowledge and expertise; better R&D

procedures and management; and greater interaction

between different company departments.  Particular

examples of other supports provided to enhance in-

company R&D include: R&D Awareness Campaign: In

2004, Enterprise Ireland continued to hold briefing seminars

followed up by three day one-to-one strategy sessions with

selected consultants for companies throughout Ireland.  A

total of 160 participants from all over Ireland attended these

briefing seminars. " Innovation Management Initiative:

This initiative provides training on all aspects of innovation

and R&D management, with courses that range from

introductory level through to more advanced targeted tuition,

paying close attention to the needs of technical and

marketing staff in SMEs. This is in line with Forfás’ recent

‘Innovate Market Sell’ report.  In 2004, a total of 238

Sustainable business growth and
economic development are driven by
innovation and the creation of
sophisticated products and services.
Encouraging such pioneering activities
is a central part of  Enterprise   
Ireland’s strategy.

Feargal Ó Móráin
Applied Research and Commercialisation
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Creganna Medical Devices provides the medical device industry with a range of

innovative, minimally invasive, delivery device solutions.  Over the last seven

years, the Galway based company has grown to become a world leader in

hypotube-based shafts, employing over 250 staff.  In 2004, it not only grew its

annual turnover by 42%, but also expanded its presences in the US, its largest

export market, through a joint venture for the company’s design services division. 

Creganna’s success is grounded on innovation.  Its growth

in 2004 was accompanied by a 217% increase in R&D

investment.  The company applies a customer focused

technology-pull approach to its innovation strategy, the

outputs of which are novel technologies that enable

customers to bring new and innovative products to

market.  This approach involves building close relationships

with customers so that its research is always focused to

meeting market demands.  "  Helen Ryan, Creganna’s

Chief Executive Officer, says: "We place huge value on

innovation. We have devoted considerable resources to

research and development in the past number of years and

it is a key driver in our business success."  "  Enterprise

Ireland has supported Creganna through R&D investment

(RTI), market entry assistance and export market

development.  RTI investment in 2004 enabled Creganna

to build its capabilities in material science, process

technologies and product design and development.  The

company has recently invested in a metallurgy laboratory,

which is equipped with the latest instrumentation

including Scanning Electron Microscopy equipment (SEM)

and metal heat treatment capabilities.  An output of this

investment will be the launch in 2005 of a new high

performance alloy for hypotube shafts.  The company has

also researched the application of its technologies to micro

products, the first of which will be launched in mid 2005. 

"  Enterprise Ireland’s networking events in different

target markets, especially the US and Israel, has allowed

Creganna to gain access to new customers and assist in

the building of long-term relationships to mutual benefit.

Creganna is now also working with Enterprise Ireland’s

new SME Scaling Division to support its rapid growth. 

www.creganna.com

Helen Ryan, CEO, 
Creganna Medical Devices 
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Creganna Medical Devices
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company personnel from a variety of sectors including food,

consumer packaged goods and healthcare participated.  "

Technology Transfer Service: Complementary to in-company

R&D, our Technology Transfer service assists companies to

acquire useful technologies from international sources

through licence or joint venture agreements.  A key source for

such technologies is the Innovation Relay Network across

Europe, managed here by Enterprise Ireland.  In 2004, 20

international and five national agreements were facilitated by

this service.  These included the licensing-in of technologies

for engineering, fishing and confectionery industries, as well

as the licensing out of technologies in medical signal

processing and food packaging industries.

APPLICATIONS-DRIVEN RESEARCH Enterprise Ireland aims

to bring companies, industry associations, Government bodies

and academic institutions together to work on industry-led

research initiatives.  We have re-focused our efforts to ensure

our investment in academic research is connected very

strongly with the needs and activities of industry. " Three

dedicated teams: Enterprise Ireland has established three

dedicated teams, each led by a Programme Director, to give

priority to technologies of crucial strategic importance to

industry in Ireland.  These are: biotechnology, informatics and

industrial technologies.  These teams work in partnership with

all stakeholders and clients, including the research community,

Science Foundation Ireland and IDA Ireland.  They form a

crucial link in the commercialisation chain: connecting

researchers, entrepreneurs, industrialists and companies,

through one-to-one consulting, showcase events, networking

and knowledge transfer initiatives.  " Biotechnology:

Biotechnology is the application of biological research

techniques for the development of products that improve

human health, animal health and agriculture.  The Enterprise

Ireland biotechnology team, in partnership with universities

and research institutes around Ireland, manages a portfolio of

80 biotechnology research projects.  In 2004 the team

completed five new technology licences.  These licences are

the means by which innovative ideas have moved from the

research phase in the laboratory to commercial application by

companies. " Informatics: This combines computing,

software and telecommunications.  In 2004, seven new

licences of Enterprise Ireland funded third level applied

research technologies were granted.  Two new university spin-

out companies from applied research projects, directly funded

by Enterprise Ireland, were also established.  Sixteen patent

cases emanating from Irish third level research teams are now

under active management.  There are currently 21 Enterprise

Ireland funded applied research projects on-going in the Irish

third level institutes in informatics. " Industrial

technologies: Industrial technologies relate to those

technologies used in or supporting the manufacturing sector

in a variety of industries including engineering, electronics,

medical devices, food and pharmaceutical industries.  In

2004, 170 Enterprise Ireland funded projects in industrial

technologies progressed with Irish researchers and 20 of them

are at the commercialisation stage.  Out of these projects,

eight new licences were agreed with industry in Ireland and

two new university spin-out companies were established.

Collaboration and Commercialisation of Research

Enterprise Ireland’s aim in targeting its support for

applications-driven research is to deliver maximum economic

return on public investment in research to accelerate the

development and commercialisation of technology in Irish

companies.  This involves strong collaboration between

industry, the research community and the State. " Industry

led research clusters: Enterprise Ireland is working with

groups of indigenous and overseas firms to encourage and

support the development of research agendas relevant to

their medium term needs and which can form the basis for

funded research projects/networks in third level institutions.

Two pilot programmes are underway at the moment – one in

association with the Irish Bio-Industry Association on

miniaturisation technologies and another in association with

the Power Electronics Industry Group focussed on integrated

power solutions with better power density and efficiency.

This new initiative forms the basis for a strong partnership

between industry and academia focussed on meeting the

research and technology needs of industry. " In 2004,

Enterprise Ireland continued its Innovation Partnerships

Initiative which fosters collaboration between companies and

colleges on specific R&D projects.  Over €2 million in funding

was provided to over 50 such projects across the country. "

Commercialisation of research: Enterprise Ireland offers a

comprehensive combination of financial and advisory supports
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Food is Ireland’s single largest indigenous industry and it plays a critical role in the continued
growth and success of the Irish economy.  It employs 47,000 people directly, with 40% of
this figure in indigenous industry.  Annual food output exceeds €16 billion, and the sector
contributes €7 billion in exports.  " The potential for continued growth in the food
industry is enormous.  Such growth will occur against a backdrop of rapid and sustained
transition as the food sector becomes increasingly market driven.  A new dynamic is at play
as new sectors emerge that mirror lifestyle changes and consumer trends in society.
Innovation, new market-led products and moving up the value chain shape the future and
are the key imperatives for companies that want to be part of this growth.

The continued development of the food sector is a major
priority for Enterprise Ireland.  Investing in value added
projects is key and 2004 was a strong year for client
innovation and expansion across the industry.  For example,
Green Isle Foods announced a €22.6 million expansion of
its plant in Naas.  Hilton Foods also opened a new €12
million facility employing 145 people in Drogheda to supply
Tesco stores throughout Ireland and the UK with value added
pre-packed beef, pork and lamb products.  In addition, the
Kepak Group has established a new ‘heat and serve’
production facility at Watergrasshill, Co Cork, serving retail
outlets predominantly in the UK.  This facility is expected to
employ up to 200 people over time.  And also in Cork,
Swissco Ltd will invest €6 million in a new facility to
manufacture chilled ready meals which, when in full
production, is expected to employ 100 people. " In
addition, Kerry Group completed the second phase of a €14

million investment at its Charleville plant expanding its
Cheestrings capacity to service the dynamic UK cheese snacks
market.  The company has also made acquisitions in
ingredients and flavours, foodservice, ready meals and chilled
desserts, and has set up teams to focus on the functional,
sports/lifestyle and nutrition areas. Kerry Group also launched
a milk rich in Omega-3 in Ireland. " Ireland’s vibrant food
sector has also attracted many of the world’s top food
companies such as Diageo and Nutricia.  Diageo made two
strategic investments in Ireland in 2004 that illustrate how
attractive our economy has become as a location for highly
successful global multinationals.  The company launched a
new €40 million state-of-the-art production plant in
Waterford and is currently relocating its Guinness brewing
operations from London to St James Gate in Dublin.  Nutricia
Infant Nutrition Ltd, one of the leading European producers of
infant and clinical nutritionals invested €7 million towards a

04
Did you know?

World Class Success in Ireland’s Food Sector

At the World Food Technology and Innovation Forum: Mike Feeney,
Executive Director, Enterprise Ireland and Minister Mary Coughlan,
TD, Minister for Agriculture and Food.
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capital expansion programme at its two facilities in Wexford
and Macroom to increase production and packing capacity in
specialised infant nutritionals.

MARKET LED INNOVATION  There is a very clear increased
focus on innovation in the food industry.  The primary driver is
the market and the consumer, and their requirement for
innovative, sophisticated and competitive products.  There is
particularly strong growth potential in functional foods,
ingredients and beverages, and in prepared consumer foods.
The companies that succeed in this environment are
distinguished by their capacity to innovate on a continuous
basis to meet changing consumer demands on a global scale.
" Enterprise Ireland is focussed on supporting this culture for
innovation in the sector through: 
• Supporting the establishment of global research centres,

innovation programmes and innovation networks
• Establishing the necessary skills to create, manage, absorb

and commercialise R&D activity, and
• Developing networks and collaboration opportunities with

industry and the academic/research community.

One example of company commitment towards innovation is
the major R&D infrastructural development by Glanbia Plc.  With
support from Enterprise Ireland, Glanbia has established a €15
million world class Group Innovation Centre in Kilkenny that will
focus on the development of high-grade nutritional ingredients
for the functional foods sector. " Consumers are demanding
health, wellness, convenience and value from the food industry.
Wellness is a key trend and each producer must have a clear
view as to how wellness is going to impact on its product range.
The challenge therefore is for producers to create products that
follow these trends.  This requires an increased level of R&D
focused on high-grade nutritional products, food ingredients
and the development of strong consumer brands.  The global

market for functional foods is growing rapidly at between 8%
and 10% per annum.  These foods have additional health
benefits beyond their basic nutritional value and include
products such as pro-biotic yogurts, isotonic sports drinks,
energy bars etc.  In Ireland alone, the sector is valued at €100
million a year and growing.  Globally, the functional foods sector
is worth in excess of €48 billion. " In addition to supporting
direct company innovation investments, Enterprise Ireland also
supports other initiatives that are aimed at driving forward the
innovation agenda.  Some examples include: the launch of the
National Functional Foods Forum; sponsorship of the World
Food Technology and Innovation Forum (also planned for 2005);
and an innovation and technology mission from Japanese
academic and scientific institutions that met with a number of
Irish food companies and research bodies to explore
collaborative opportunities in functional foods, nutritionals and
ingredients.

DEVELOPING WORLD CLASS MANAGEMENT TEAMS   Enterprise
Ireland assists companies to build strong, customer-focused,
world-class management teams to lead and direct their
innovation strategies.  We provide access to management
skills training, mentors and financial support for approved
programmes. " Some examples of management
development initiatives include:
• Strategic Change Programme for the Pork and Bacon

Processing sector
• Business Skills development programme for graduates in

the Consumer Foods area.  This programme is delivered in
conjunction with UCC.

• Strategy development programme for Dairy Co-op directors
run in conjunction with ICOS and UCC

• Skills development programme for the health enhancement
and functional foods sector run in conjunction with the
Centre for Food and Health Studies (UK).  
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Green Isle Foods, producer of some of Ireland’s best known brands such as

Goodfella’s Pizza and Donegal Catch, has always made research and innovation a

central part of its corporate growth strategy.  In 2004, the company announced a

€22.6 million expansion investment at its main plant in Naas, Co. Kildare with

support from Enterprise Ireland.  The expansion will generate 130 new jobs.  Sales

of €35 million and exports of €23.5 million have been projected over the next five

years.  This investment comes as a result of extensive market research and

innovation in product and processes. 

04
Green Isle Foods

Green Isle’s formalised innovation process keeps the focus

on the consumer and includes all elements of the business.

For example: Consumer Understanding: Continuous and

extensive research into consumer trends, habits and tastes

to drive product innovation and market development.  "

Brand Development: To be brand leaders, the product

must develop and change in line with changing consumer

preferences.  Brand integrity and messaging is crucial.  "

Customer relations: In addition to traditional customer

relationship management techniques Green Isle’s strong

category management expertise provides a strong platform

for enduring customer relationships.  " Product

excellence: As a brand leader, consumers expect and must

always receive excellent products.  This is central to Green

Isle’s success.  " Innovation in product and processes:

The company’s continuous research into consumer trends

drives new product development and innovations in the

company’s processes.  " Operational excellence / cost

efficiency: New and improved systems and methods of

production are constantly being researched and

implemented.  " Employee capability development:

Innovation is a continuous process and Green Isle views its

employees as a central part of its innovation process.  They

feed into the innovation process and receive regular

training to enhance their capabilities.  " Green Isle’s

latest expansion is a direct result of new product

development through innovation.  The company faced

strong competition for investment from other UK projects

within its parent company, Northern Foods.  Enterprise

Ireland supported Green Isle in securing the project for

Ireland and committed RTI investment.  " Green Isle has

turnover of €250 million, 60% of which comes from UK

exports.  The company employs 1,300 through its six

plants across the country and its new plant at Naas is due

to begin production in Autumn 2005.

Enterprise Ireland Annual Report & Accounts 2004
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for academic researchers to fast-track knowledge-intensive

ideas.  This initiative supports researchers to bring a project

from an initial concept stage to full commercialisation.  In

2004, Enterprise Ireland provided €14.6 million in funding to

93 academic-led applied research projects through this

activity. " Enterprise Ireland’s central intellectual property

advisory resource helped third level colleges to identify and

protect useful intellectual property arising from research work.

In 2004, a pilot €1 million Patent Fund was launched to

provide financial aid towards the cost of protecting

intellectual property emerging in the higher education sector

that is considered by the colleges to hold reasonable potential

for commercialisation.  Enterprise Ireland also engaged closely

with other funding agencies on the development of a

common approach to intellectual property. " In addition,

Enterprise Ireland co-sponsored the formation of the Centre

for Research in Engineering Surface Technology in conjunction

with the Dublin Institute of Technology (DIT).  The aim of the

centre is to boost and direct DIT’s research activity in line with

Enterprise Ireland clients and the wider industrial community.

" In 2004 a pilot Applied Research Enhancement Initiative

was launched to specifically encourage the research capability

in the Border, Midlands and West region through Institutes of

Technology.  Three institutes were approved for support:

Sligo, focussing on better product design for manufacturing,

Letterkenny on enhancing productivity in marine industries

and Galway-Mayo concerning enhanced food quality for the

shellfish industry.  These projects involved a total commitment

of €2 million over three years.

INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY  For

research to lead to corporate innovation and enhanced

international competitiveness for Irish companies, it must be

world class.  Enterprise Ireland promotes international

networking, knowledge sharing and collaboration between

the business community, academia and industry bodies

around the world.  We have continued to strengthen our links

with the world’s largest and premier medical research

organisation, the National Institutes of Health and with the

Food & Drugs Administration in the USA.  Work has also

continued with the European Space Agency and the Sixth

Framework Programme.  Other examples of our work with

international research networks include: Eureka Network:

Eureka is a pan-European network for market-oriented,

collaborative industrial R&D.  It aims to enhance European

competitiveness through providing support to businesses,

research centres and universities.  Enterprise Ireland manages

the participation of Irish companies in the Eureka network.  In

2004, on top of 39 completed projects, Irish companies

became involved in eight new collaborations.  These covered

areas such as robotics, communications, energy,

environmental science and biotechnology. " Fraunhofer

Technology Development Group (TEG): Enterprise Ireland

has continued to establish links with the 58 Fraunhofer

Institutes in Germany, a network of technological research

institutions that focuses on industry-led initiatives.  Enterprise

Ireland’s objective is to introduce Irish companies to

innovative and leading edge technology solutions.  Irish

companies will benefit through exposure to advance

production processes and product development.  In 2004, a

seminar was held in Dublin to facilitate one-to-one meetings.

Twenty-five companies participated and to-date four have

already engaged in major product development projects with

the Fraunhofer TEG. 
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Irish organisations have been awarded over €75
million to date in EU funding in the Sixth
Framework Programme for Research and
Technological Development 2002-2006 (FP6).  FP6
encourages collaborative R&D between industry
and research organisations across Europe.
Enterprise Ireland’s already strong involvement in
promoting FP6 has been enhanced by the
appointment of a dedicated staff member to its
Brussels office in order to optimise networking
opportunities there for client companies. 

04
Did you know?

The Sixth Framework 
Collaborative R&D Programme
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The Framework Programme provides companies and third

level researchers with the opportunity to become involved in

world class research with top European partners.  It enables

clients to be on the inside track of leading-edge knowledge

and to have the opportunity to influence standardisation and

to contribute to the formulation of new regulations.  It also

provides Irish companies with international contacts and

exposure, and the chance to network with overseas supply

chains. " The European Commission is already planning the

Seventh Framework Programme (2007-2013).  Enterprise

Ireland has played an active part in organising consultation

seminars in order to solicit the views of stakeholders on the

Irish response to the draft programme. " In December

2004, Minister Michael Ahern, TD, launched Enterprise

Ireland’s multimedia publication featuring collected Irish

Framework Success Stories.  These demonstrate that

enterprises of all sizes are capable of involvement in

collaborative European research.  Companies from a range of

sectors such as Internet communications technology,

engineering and environmental science, have benefited from

the programme. " For example, one participant, GEM

Plastics, is developing reinforced plastic resins using

nanotechnology.  The company worked with experts from

Trinity College Dublin and other research partners from across

Europe through the Framework Programme.  As a result, the

company has conducted full-scale production trials and

created plastics with improved properties, opening up

excellent market opportunities for GEM Plastics. " Another

successful participant was NTERA Ltd, a company developing

cutting edge, ‘paper quality’ electronic displays utilizing

patented nanotechnology for devices such as consumer

electronic products and white goods appliances as well as

high-resolution display applications.  According to David Corr,

Chief Technology Officer at NTERA, the programme has been

an excellent boost for NETRA’s R&D.  He said: "We need to

replenish our fundamental research base.  We can’t provide

new products without new knowledge."

Presenting the brochure of Irish Success
Stories in the EU's Framework Programme
for Research & Technological Development
are from right: Minister Michael Ahern, TD,
Minister of State at the Department of
Enterprise, Trade and Employment; Frank
Ryan, Chief Executive Officer, Enterprise
Ireland and Des O'Leary, Biotrin International.
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A major factor contributing to increasing competitiveness is

improving productivity.  The direct link between the two is

therefore an area of crucial importance to Enterprise Ireland

clients.  It is our aim to assist our client companies to enhance

productivity levels in order to directly strengthen their

international competitiveness.  

PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENT FUND  In 2003, a new

fund was set up specifically aimed at improving the

competitiveness of small and medium sized companies

through gains in output and productivity.  The

Competitiveness Fund supported 97 individual company

development projects in four different categories: capital;

improvements in operations; employment of key personnel

and training. " Following this success, a new initiative, The

Productivity Improvement Fund, will be launched in 2005. It

will be dedicated to supporting advancements in productivity

that will lead to enhanced corporate competitiveness and

exports.  Funding will be available for productivity

improvements through investment in capital, technology

acquisition and management development and training.  It

will support projects that increase the gross output and

exports of clients, while providing new employment or

maintaining existing employment in Ireland.  The fund will be

accompanied by an optional benchmarking service from

Enterprise Ireland which clients can use to help measure their

productivity levels. 

PRODUCTIVITY INITIATIVES Enterprise Ireland continues to

support client companies striving to increase their

productivity. Productivity-enhancing initiatives can be focused

on in-company activities or on sectors as a whole.  An

example of this is the review into the competitiveness of the

Paper, Print and Packaging sector which was commissioned in

2004 by the Print and Packaging Forum.  The recently

launched Enterprise Ireland Technology Club also aims to

enhance productivity by bringing client companies and

Enterprise Ireland personnel together to gain insights into the

latest technological developments impacting business. Other

examples of initiatives include: Applied benchmarking for

competitiveness: In today’s highly competitive global

markets, it is essential for clients to rate themselves against

their peers and international best practice in order to improve

their position in world markets.  Benchmarking facilitates this

through research, networking and one-to-one consultancy.

World class business techniques are then used to apply the

feedback to prioritising areas for improvement and to track

progress over time in such areas as new product

development, management capabilities, research investment,

sales and marketing and operational performance. " In

Globalisation has presented Irish companies with unprecedented access to
international markets.  It has also brought significant competitive
pressures to Irish companies that face increased input costs and shortages
of capacity, skills and labour.  The slowdown of the world economy since
2001 and increased competition from lower cost economies, such as
China and Eastern Europe, has added to the situation.
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General Paints Ltd is Ireland’s leading independent paints and industrial

coatings manufacturer. Until recently the company’s main focus was on the

domestic market with a minor focus on export.  In 2004, and pursuant to a

new strategy focused on opportunities in the UK, exports rose significantly. This

success is largely due to investment in new product development, productivity

and process efficiencies and a targeted export marketing campaign. 

In 2004, General Paints developed a new range of high

quality products focused specifically on female buyers in

recognition of the fact that it is the female buyer who

usually picks the colour scheme. The company used RTI

investment from Enterprise Ireland to help develop this

range of sophisticated colour mixes and an in-store display

unit. The delivery of premium quality paint products

combined with contemporary and fashionable colours and

colour schemes is crucial for export marketing success in

the paint and colour market.  " The company is now

growing steadily and Enterprise Ireland is supporting it on

many levels including management training and process &

strategy development. A benchmarking process assisted

the company with improving efficiencies in its production

and order delivery systems and three senior General Paints

executives are participating on Enterprise Ireland’s

Marketing Strategies for Profitable Export Growth training

initiative.  " General Paints also commissioned Enterprise

Ireland’s London office to conduct market research on the

UK market.  As a result of Enterprise Ireland’s advice and

support, the company exhibited at the DIY & Garden Show

in Earls Court. All of these activities are assisting the

company through an exciting period of growth, change

and opportunity and are helping the company to continue

competing with the multinationals in a very demanding

market.  "  General Paints is based in Kildare and has 80

employees. It supplies to over 100 independent stores in

Ireland and plans to develop a sales force in the UK in

2005.  General Paints merged with MRCB Paints in 2002

and the company now has three retail shops under the

MRCB banner in Waterford, Dublin and Celbridge. 

www.colortrend.ie

04
General Paints Ltd
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2004, 91 individual clients were benchmarked against their

sectoral peer group in Europe.  Clients also used

benchmarking on a sectoral group basis to identify common

areas of weakness and strength.  Through its work with the

EU Japan Centre for Industrial Co-operation, Enterprise Ireland

organised a benchmarking workshop on World Class

Manufacturing in Europe with over 250 participants from 19

countries.  In addition, the Irish Benchmarking Forum was

formed to facilitate co-operation in benchmarking on the

island of Ireland. " Effective supply chain management:

Enterprise Ireland has taken a lead role in promoting best

practice in supply chain management and world class

manufacturing – key drivers of productivity improvement and

competitive advantage.  This work has continued through

2004 and has supported over 130 clients in the food, medical

devices, engineering and timber sectors.  The success of both

initiatives has resulted in plans to combine them into one

offering, the Supply Chain Capability initiative. "

Competitiveness through eBusiness: Enterprise Ireland’s

eBusiness Unit managed the Openup education campaign in

follow-up to the eBit initiative in 2003.  This highlighted the

key aspects of best practice in managing IT and eBusiness as a

means to achieving competitiveness and profitability –

www.openup.ie.  Enterprise Ireland also played a key role in

the development of the National eBusiness Strategy.  A pilot

series of seminars entitled Growing Profit Through Best

Practice Application of IT and eBusiness was also launched. "

Environmental productivity: Environmental issues, policies

and legislation are crucially important factors in the

productivity of client companies.  It is essential that corporate

growth strategies comply with national and EU environmental

policy requirements and that clients grow their productivity

levels within this framework.  To this end, Enterprise Ireland

enhanced its website (launched in 2003) dedicated to

providing the latest information on environmental issues for

clients – www.envirocentre.ie.  Enterprise Ireland has also

formed a cluster of clients in the environmental sector to

support as a group and manage under its Environment

Markets Unit.  Assistance includes export market

development, technology and human resources. "

Competitiveness through design: In order to enhance the

profile of Irish companies competing abroad, it is important

to use best international practices with regard to branding.

To this end, Enterprise Ireland assists client companies to

prepare their brand marketing strategies and to gain a

competitive edge through their use of design.  A series of

design clinics was organised in seven centres countrywide

with 80 companies taking part. " Internationalisation: As a

result of the competitive pressures of world markets, some

Irish companies are investigating new ways to ensure their

long-term survival.  There are three main methods by which

domestic companies can internationalise in order to create

long-term growth and security: outsourcing, overseas direct

investment, and an overseas merger/joint-venture/acquisition.

Enterprise Ireland has been active in supporting client

companies that are internationalising aspects of their

business.  Our aim is to ensure that the maximum level of

value-added activities remains in Ireland and that long-term

company growth is sustained. 

BUILDING MANAGEMENT CAPABILITY To be successful in

international markets, Irish companies need to arm themselves

with excellent skills and personnel that return a high rate of

productivity.  We help clients to identify and acquire the

critical capabilities required in their management and sales

teams through three approaches: accessing external expertise,

building new management and sales teams, and developing

the capabilities of existing teams. " Mentor Network: The

successful Enterprise Ireland Mentor Network has been re-

structured to involve more mentors with specialist skills in

specific business areas such as export marketing and human

resource management.  In addition, the new Network also

includes mentors with specific sectoral experience.  This

combination of skills means that clients have access to expert

advice on business areas, sectors and markets that are specific

to their individual needs. " The Mentor Network is designed

to help clients with a wide range of issues including: strategy

development and implementation; succession planning; sales;

marketing; new product development; product launches;

management development; financial issues such as cash flow

management and working capital; and sourcing third party

funding. Enterprise Ireland’s website contains a range of

examples of such client company support. " Strategic

change management: The ability of management teams to

adapt to change and grow their business is crucial in today’s

highly competitive global marketplace.  In 2004, several
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In October 2004, Enterprise Ireland organised a best practice mission

to the Heartlands region of the US as part of its continuous drive to

assist clients in their strategies to improve competitiveness and

productivity.  The 38 strong mission brought Enterprise Ireland clients

to visit US host organisations to learn how these companies improve

their performance by using the best global techniques in management,

products and processes.  All participating clients were involved in best

practice implementation in Ireland and they aimed to transfer the

knowledge and practices gained into their own businesses. 

The Heartlands includes the states of Illinois, Michigan and

Wisconsin in the US and the area is renowned as being a key

manufacturing region, with many leading US industrial

companies located there.  The US host companies ranged in size

from 100 person operations to global players such as UNISYS

and Harley-Davidson. " The mission was structured so that

participants completed a SWOT analysis after each company visit

and group discussions, which all fed into a comprehensive report

on the findings.  Participants gained extensive access to

manufacturing operations and to key personnel in the host

companies. " Six vice presidents from Harley-Davidson gave

frank and detailed insights into the company’s strategies

including how Harley integrates along the supply chain to its

customers.  They also facilitated a detailed tour of the Harley-

Davidson Franklin Distribution Centre, a world class facility.  The

company’s productivity feeds directly into its success. It is 101

years old and has $5 billion in turnover, recording increasing

record profits for many years. " The mission paved the way for

further networking and interaction between the US companies

and the Irish companies.  Many clients have reported that they

have begun to implement elements of best practice gained from

the mission.  They have offered to host open days in their Irish

plants to show others how and what best practices they have

implemented in their ongoing efforts to achieve and sustain

competitiveness.  The Heartlands Mission follows on from other

similar missions to Berlin in 2002 and Bologna in 2003.

04
Did you know?
Heartlands USA Best Practice Mission

Participants at the Harley Engine Plant, Wauwatosa USA. 
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strategic change management initiatives were undertaken by

Enterprise Ireland. These programmes focused on the

seafood, pork and bacon and furniture sectors.  In addition,

we continued the successful Transform Programme.  This is

delivered in conjunction with the Irish Management Institute

and is designed for owner managers and senior managers.  It

deals with issues of change management, strategic planning

and leadership. " International sales and marketing: In

response to the growing need for international sales and

marketing skills in Irish companies looking to compete

globally, Enterprise Ireland and Trinity College have introduced

a Master of Science in International Business.  It aims to

develop managerial competencies on all issues related to

competitive success in the international business environment,

with a particular emphasis on international marketing.  The

programme is run in collaboration with the International

Institute for Management Development in Switzerland.  In

2004, 30 executives from SMEs from all industrial sectors

were enrolled. " The Marketing Skills for Profitable Export

Growth initiative continued successfully in 2004.  It assists

clients to develop export focused strategic marketing plans

and co-ordinate them with comprehensive business plans.  Its

aim is to increase domestic and international sales.  Due to its

success, it will also be extended to the software sector in

2005. " Enterprise Ireland is also assisting client companies

to strengthen their sales skills, through various initiatives.

One example is the CEO Sales STAR programme (Sales

Strategies & Tactics to Accelerate Revenues).  This was

launched in 2003 and continued in 2004, with 21 CEOs

participating.  It aims to help CEOs of Irish technology

companies to develop the skills necessary to formulate sales

and marketing strategies which deliver competitive advantage

in specific key markets.  It is organised in co-operation with

the Irish Software Association and FÁS. 

Productivity Growth

(Net value-added per employee)

Food & Consumer Retail Markets 4.2%

Software, Services & Emerging Sectors 15.1%

Industrial & Lifesciences Markets 7.9%

All sectors average 7.4%

Source: Forfás/Enterprise Ireland Annual Business Survey
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The fashion industry is known for its fast changing dynamics, with

innovation in product design needed from season to season. Libra Designs

excels in this and their customers have just recognised them for it, winning

the coveted Drapers Record Womenswear Brand of the Year Award 2004 in

the UK.  This prestigious award is the highest accolade in UK fashion retail. It

is voted on by retailers and takes into account a wide range of issues such as

quality, fit, delivery and customer service.

Libra has in recent years completely changed its business

model and transformed itself from being a clothing

manufacturer into a fashion design company. The

company delivers a wide range of unique womenswear

collections, including accessories, targeting high-end

retailers and achieving exports of 75% of total sales.   "

The company’s productivity has increased significantly as

management focused on process efficiencies and targeted

marketing. As part of Enterprise Ireland’s Supply Chain

Management programme, Libra developed a five-year plan.

This plan took shape in 2004 with the implementation of a

number of initiatives aimed at reducing costs and

improving service to its customers, the strengthening of its

design team and the appointment of a new Chief

Executive Officer to take them on to another level.   "

Libra is now an established presence in the UK quality

womenswear retail sector and is known for innovative

design ideas, such as its new range for ladies with a fuller

figure. The company is looking at developing its export

reach into Continental Europe with the assistance of

Enterprise Ireland’s overseas offices.  Having also received

the Irish Exporters Award in 2003 Libra is growing from

strength to strength. It is already designing its 2006 ranges

and is geared for 12% growth in 2005.

www.libra-design.com

Libra Designs receiving the Drapers Record 'Brand of the Year'
award. Pictured from left:  Brian Beggan, Joint Managing Director,
Libra Designs; Marguerite Higgins and Bernie O'Farrell, Chief
Designers, Libra Designs and comedian Jack Dee.
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Libra Designs
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In 2004 the unique First Flight initiative was expanded, assisting 59

client company participants to prepare and strengthen their first export

strategies.  First Flight has been developed by Enterprise Ireland and the

Irish Exporters Association to provide clients with a systematic process

to prepare for exporting.  The programme aims to assist clients with

managing the risks associated with entering new markets. 

The programme is aimed at managing directors and business

development directors with direct responsibility for new

market development.  It is aimed at client companies which

are new to exporting or those which are currently exporting

less than €30k per year.  Participants cited their desire for

knowledge on how to enter new markets as their primary

reason for taking part in the initiative. " Seven First Flight

workshops took place in 2004 in Athlone, Dublin, Dundalk,

Cork, Limerick, Sligo and Galway.  These workshops identified

the key aspects of exporting and introduced clients to the

specific services that respond to the special needs of first time

exporters.  As a result, development plans were created for

participants to address their specific needs and to outline

effective solutions to meet those needs.  This plan formed the

backbone of their export-marketing plans, and paved the way

for new market entries.  A number of companies were

assigned a mentor with significant export experience to work

specifically with them on their export plans and gained

practical, on-the-ground assistance from Enterprise Ireland’s

overseas offices. " One participating company, Willow

Design and Publishing from Boyle, Co Roscommon, won the

Irish Exporters Award First Flight category in 2004.  The

company designs, produces and markets a range of greeting

cards, social stationery and garden gift products.  Willow

Design used the knowledge and connections it gained from

the First Flight programme to help it successfully enter the UK

export market for the first time. " Following First Flight’s

success with first time exporters to the UK, Enterprise Ireland

is expanding the concept and is developing First Flight for

both the North American and Asian markets. 

04
Did you know?

First time exporters take off with First Flight 

Willow Design & Publishing, winner of the Irish Exporters Award First Flight Category from left: David
Knight, Managing Director, Willow Design & Publishing; Rita Meehan, Willow Design & Publishing;
Mike Kelly, Enterprise Ireland and Don Duffy, Willow Design & Publishing. 
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04
4 Starting Up and Scaling Up
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Enterprise Ireland’s approach is two-fold: supporting and

stimulating the creation of high potential start-up companies;

and increasing the number of small and medium sized

enterprises that grow into scaled companies.  

STARTING UP We support new businesses that operate in

growth sectors, have a significant competitive advantage in

their market and have the drive and commitment to acquire

strong global market positions.  Our wide-ranging support

includes: expert advice on company and market development;

early stage funding; networking; training; on-campus support;

incubator facilities; and the generation of sales opportunities.

" During 2004, Enterprise Ireland supported a record 65

new high potential start-up companies.  They will create

approximately 1,900 new jobs within their first 3 years across

all sectors, with particular buoyancy in information and

communications technology, healthcare and lifesciences. They

also represent a good regional spread, with 43% based in

regions outside Dublin. " There has been increased focus on

technology start-ups in emerging sectors such as information

and communications technology, prepared foods,

biotechnology and photonics. Of this year’s start-up

companies, 34 came from the technology sectors, followed by

24 from the industrial and lifesciences sectors and seven from

the food and retail sectors. " Many of these start-ups

originated as either spin-offs from research in third level

institutions or as initiatives undertaken by expatriates

returning to Ireland.  In 2004, Enterprise Ireland increased its

focus on both of these areas in a bid to tap into their

potential for entrepreneurship.

Improving Access to Early Stage Funding A crucial

element to the success and growth of every start-up is

access to early stage funding.  Supporting the development

of seed and venture funding initiatives continues to be a

high priority for Enterprise Ireland.  We welcome the re-

introduction of the Business Expansion Scheme by the

Department of Finance which encourages crucial investment

in early stage manufacturing and internationally traded

services companies. " Enterprise Ireland is pro-active in

assisting entrepreneurs as they prepare to present their

business plans to investors and in introducing entrepreneurs

to third party investors.  Some examples of Enterprise

Ireland’s activities in 2004 in support of start-ups seeking

seed and venture funding are detailed in the feature article:

Connecting HPSUs and Investors.

The success and long-term strength of Ireland’s economy is directly
impacted by the establishment and growth of Irish-owned companies
that secure wealth and jobs for the country.  They also help to foster a
culture of world class innovation and entrepreneurship.
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The availability of seed funding for early stage
companies continues to be a critical issue which impacts
on both the start-up rate and the time taken for
individuals to successfully establish new businesses.
Enterprise Ireland is committed to continuing to support
the overall development of early stage seed and venture
capital funding within Ireland and is working to bridge
the gap which currently exists in the availability of early
stage funding.  Over the past 4 years Enterprise Ireland
has committed €98 million resulting in a total of
approximately €408 million being made available
through 15 seed and venture capital funds to help
bridge this gap.

04
Did you know?

Connecting HPSUs and Investors

Working with the Irish Venture Capital Association were from left to
right: Hugh Nohilly, Director, PCH Technologies Ltd; Colm Nohilly,
Director, PCH Technologies Ltd; John Tracey, CEO, Trinity Venture Capital
and Karl Schutte, Investment Director, Trinity Venture Capital. 
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Working with the Irish Venture Capital Association were from left to
right: Hugh Nohilly, Director, PCH Technologies Ltd; Colm Nohilly,
Director, PCH Technologies Ltd; John Tracey, CEO, Trinity Venture Capital
and Karl Schutte, Investment Director, Trinity Venture Capital. 
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Enterprise Ireland is also heavily involved in activities that

connect high potential start-ups (HPSUs) with third party

investors and in advising HPSUs on how best to position

their business proposals to investors.  Some examples

include: " Advice on making the best impression

with potential investors: An Investor Readiness pilot

programme was launched in 2004 with seven companies.

Through this initiative, Enterprise Ireland assists each

company to enhance the attractiveness of the company’s

business proposition, as presented to potential third party

investors.  This involves one-to-one mentoring;

presentation rehearsals, and group training modules.  An

independent evaluation strongly endorsed the initiative’s

success and as a result, the programme is scheduled to be

rolled out on a wider basis during 2005. " Working with

the Irish Venture Capital Association: During 2004,

Enterprise Ireland worked with the Irish Venture Capital

Association and its members on a number of initiatives

and networking events including piloting a forum where

HPSUs seeking investment were matched with Irish VC

companies.  At one event 11 companies were introduced

to eight active VCs and each company was given five

minutes to make a pitch to each VC.  This highly efficient

and effective meeting process resulted in 48 individual

requests for business plans or further information from

the investors.  A series of such networking events is

scheduled to take place in 2005. " Meeting

international providers of funds: The European Tech

Tour Association is a non-profit organisation that

organises four country visits per year of approximately 60

international venture capitalists.  This unique tour visited

Ireland in November 2004, bringing together

representatives from the international venture capital

sector and 21 local businesses who made individual

presentations to the VC community seeking investment.

The event was also an opportunity to profile Irish

business on an international stage.  The three-day tour

was opened by Micheál Martin, TD, Minister for

Enterprise, Trade and Employment.  Enterprise Ireland

was one of the sponsors.  In addition, Enterprise Ireland

organised two company showcases, in Dublin and

Limerick, where a further 36 companies seeking

investment were profiled.  They held one-to-one

discussions with the visiting investment delegation.

Mansion House Dublin
10th November 2004,
60 of the top
international venture
capital organisations
arrived in Ireland on a
two day search to
identify successful Irish
technology companies
seeking venture capital
funding in order to
accelerate their
business growth.
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Delta Off-Site Solutions was set up in Cork in 2003 by Patrick O’Callaghan, an

expatriate who returned to Ireland from Jamaica. In 2004, the company

experienced phenomenal growth, reaching turnover in the region of €9 million

and direct staffing levels of 120.  The company’s success reflects a trend

emerging for expatriates to return to Ireland to set up businesses, a trend which

Enterprise Ireland actively encourages.

Delta manufactures pre-assembled bathroom and kitchen

pods and modular building extensions that are built off-

site and shipped to their final location.  This new industry

is being encouraged by independent bodies such as the

Build Off-Site Organisation as the way forward for higher

quality and more efficient construction.  A cluster of such

construction companies has emerged in the Cork area and

is actively supported by Enterprise Ireland.  " Delta’s

rapid growth exceeded all expectations.  Its clients now

include many of the largest construction companies in

Ireland and the UK and its innovative technology is

currently under a patent application.  Pat O’Callaghan was

named Emerging Entrepreneur of The Year in the Ernst &

Young Entrepreneur of the Year Awards 2004.  " Delta

availed of Enterprise Ireland’s Mentor Network to gain

independent advice on production and corporate

structuring from a mentor with valuable CEO experience in

key areas for Delta.  Pat O’Callaghan, Delta Managing

Director, found the Mentor Network very helpful on a

strategic level for quality feedback on planning.  He says:

"We had access to the wealth of talent and knowledge

that the Mentor possessed, with no agenda other than to

pass on the experience gained over many years."  "

Enterprise Ireland also assisted Delta with R&D support to

refine its products for the UK market and gave market

entry strategy assistance.  Delta currently has two agents

in the UK and is working on increasing its number of

strategic alliances in the UK market. 

www.deltahomes.net
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Supporting Early Development In 2004, Enterprise

Ireland conducted a review of all start-up companies

supported since 1989.  This showed that of the 470

companies supported, 76% were still trading, 4% had been

taken over, and only 20% had been closed.  The surviving

companies have sales of about €1 billion and currently

employ over 7,000 people.  These results show a high

survival rate of Enterprise Ireland supported start-ups.  They

also support Enterprise Ireland’s approach to delivering

customised initiatives for start-ups, such as assistance with

achieving first reference sales. " Achieving first reference

sales: Enterprise Ireland has introduced a new focus to

assist early stage companies to get their first reference

sale – the key reference site that is often needed by

potential customers before they are comfortable to buy from

a new company, especially in international markets.

Enterprise Ireland assisted 22 companies to secure this

crucial first sale in 2004. " Building management teams:

While the majority of start-ups originate from the creation

of an innovative new product or service that has a

significant technical competitive advantage in the market,

their ultimate success also depends on having a balanced

management team.  Enterprise Ireland staff work intensively

with the business promoters of start-ups to build their

highly-skilled management teams.  These managers need

different abilities to commercialise their offering, to secure

the necessary funding to bring it to market, to sell the

product or service in international markets and to manage

their corporate growth. " Targeting potential

entrepreneurs from the third level sector: Enterprise

Ireland organised a series of road shows to third level

institutions in Cork, Limerick, Dublin and Galway, with

venture capitalists and representatives from recent start-up

companies. This was designed to encourage students,

postgraduates and researchers to become entrepreneurs. "

Enterprise Ireland continues to work in partnership with all

of the third level colleges and in 2004 supported eight

Enterprise Platform Programmes (EPPs), assisting potential

entrepreneurs with innovative ideas or technologies to

develop a business.  Enterprise Ireland directly supported

and funded 69 of these individual projects through the

Commercialisation of Research and Development initiative.

Mentors were also provided to each promoter to give

guidance and direction to each project. " Enterprise

Ireland also continued its support of the commercialisation

of university-based research through its Campus Company

Initiative, which encourages university staff and campus

company promoters to set up businesses.  A total of six new

projects were supported in several universities, including

Trinity College Dublin, University College Dublin, Dublin City

University and University College Cork. " Targeting

expatriate entrepreneurs: High potential start-up

companies founded by returned Irish expatriates doubled

from 2003 to 2004 to 10% of all start-ups.  Encouraging

Irish expatriates to return to Ireland to establish new

businesses is a key area of focus for Enterprise Ireland.  In

2004 a number of events and initiatives in markets with

strong expatriate communities were held.  Examples include:

the networking events held by BioLink USA-Ireland, the

American networking association for the biotechnology

industry; TechLink, which brings scientific industry experts

together; and the Young Irish Professionals network

launched in the UK.
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Valista is the leading provider of payments and offer management software

enabling the purchase of premium services over web and mobile channels.  The

company has been highly successful at creating new ways to purchase large

and small items using mobile phones or the Internet and at developing multiple

ways to pay for them. Valista’s products and services are used by the world’s

largest telecommunications companies in markets such as the US, Latin

America, Europe, Japan and the rest of Asia. 

In 2004, Valista announced its first major customer in the

US market, the global giant America Online. This deal

contributed greatly to Valista, doubling its multi-million

euro revenue in 2004.  Other key customers include:

Vodafone UK, NTT DoCoMo, France Telecom’s w-HA,

Orange, Wanadoo, Tiscali, T-Online, 3, Hong Kong CSL and

GTECH.  "  Valista was formed in 2003 following the

acquisition of iPIN (USA) by Network365. Network365

received assistance from Enterprise Ireland for many years,

enabling the company to meet key decision makers in

target companies in export markets.  "  Enterprise

Ireland has continued its relationship with Valista with

market entry support, networking facilitation and key

buyer introductions. Valista participates in many Enterprise

Ireland exporting initiatives such as inward and outward

buyer missions, trade fairs and conferences, including the

successful 3GSM trade show and CommunicAsia. The

company also benefited from Enterprise Ireland’s on-the-

ground assistance in target markets when setting up new

office locations and it received assistance with local

administrative matters where needed. Enterprise Ireland is

also an investor in Valista and the company is now also

working with Enterprise Ireland’s new SME Scaling

Division.   "  Valista currently employs 90 people located

in its Wicklow headquarters and in its overseas offices in

Brazil, Japan, Singapore, the UK, France and the US.   "

In 2004 Valista’s success was recognised by the global

GSM industry when the company won the GSM

Association’s Best Mobile Application Developer Award.

Valista was also chosen by Red Herring and Tornado Insider

as one of their Top 100 Global companies and has also

won two Wall Street Journal awards – the overall Gold

Award for Business and the Business Finance Award.

www.valista.com

Raomal Perera, Chief Executive Officer, Valista
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SUPPORTING SCALED COMPANIES An essential element

of Enterprise Ireland’s strategy is to support the growth of

Irish companies to a scale capable of competing successfully

in international markets. A dedicated Scaling Division:

Enterprise Ireland has embarked on an unprecedented

initiative to accelerate the growth and development of

scaled companies.  We have established a dedicated Scaling

Division that is resourced to work with an identified group

of small to medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) to assist their

growth into large, international companies.  This initiative

arises out of discussions with client companies and our own

international research. " Scaled companies - companies

with an employment level of 200 - 250 - play a key role in

the continued economic growth of Ireland’s economy.  They

are international, self-sufficient companies with steady

growth, stability and profitability.  Such businesses

strengthen the indigenous sector, bringing exports, jobs and

security to the country. " Over the past number of years,

there has been a small number of Enterprise Ireland client

companies which have achieved scale.  This trend is the

same across Europe.  Enterprise Ireland aims to take a

pro-active role to help increase the number of scaled

companies emerging in Ireland. " A groundbreaking

approach: The challenge for Enterprise Ireland is to bring

about a step change in the rate of scaled company creation

while maintaining headquarters and a substantial presence

in Ireland.  By working effectively with our clients, we hope

to develop an innovative, productive and scaled enterprise

base – one that generates high value-added activities for

the Irish people. " Potential scaled companies have

already achieved sales in excess of €5 million and they tend

to have similar characteristics.  They adopt a clear and

dynamic business strategy, they have knowledge and

experience of their markets and they follow a structured

approach to innovation.  Their management teams also

show strong leadership and vision, an open attitude to

external advice and good access routes to finance. "

Enterprise Ireland will provide scaling clients with sustained,

deep support in areas such as innovation, human resource

development, access to markets and finance.  A unique

approach will be used for each company, tailoring the

support to each client’s specific needs. 
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As an Australian biotechnologist with Irish heritage, Dr Mark Heffernan moved

to Ireland in 2003 to set up a new company in the Biotechnology sector.  He

teamed up with three world renowned researchers in Trinity College Dublin

whose research was funded by Enterprise Ireland, Science Foundation Ireland

and the Health Research Board. Together Dr Heffernan with Professors Kingston

Mills, Luke O’Neill and Dermot Kelleher formed Opsona Therapeutics.  This early

stage drug development company is using pioneering research to identify and

develop new drugs and vaccines for the prevention of autoimmune and

inflammatory diseases.

In early 2004, Opsona was founded as a campus company

based at Trinity College Dublin with funding from its

founders and Enterprise Ireland.   The company also

completed a financing round of €6.25 million led by

Inventages Venture Capital and Seroba BioVentures, and

co-investor Genentech and Enterprise Ireland.  " Opsona

was introduced to third party investor Genentech through

BioLink USA-Ireland, a networking body facilitated by

Enterprise Ireland.  It brings together highly qualified Irish

expatriates working across the US and forms part of

Enterprise Ireland’s strategy to maximise the creation and

development of commercially focused early stage

biotechnology start-ups.  Opsona was also introduced to

Inventages Venture Capital, based in Switzerland, through

Enterprise Ireland.  " Mark Heffernan, Opsona’s Chief

Executive Officer, has experience with two publicly traded

biotechnology companies in Australia. He feels the

business environment in Ireland is very supportive to

innovative business start-ups. He says: "There is a fantastic

support network both in Ireland and in countries such as

the US.  Enterprise Ireland is very forward thinking and

gave us great support both financially and through its

networks.  Their support was instrumental in getting

Opsona off the ground."  " Opsona is currently recruiting

and working to develop its strategic alliance partner

network in 2005.  The company has a total of nine staff

and a lead time to market of five to six years.

www.opsona.com
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Enterprise Ireland hosted a showcase event to announce and

profile the 65 new high potential start-up companies that

were established in 2004 with Enterprise Ireland support.

These companies are projected to create 1,900 new jobs

within their first three years.  The ‘Class of 2004’ event was

hosted by Micheál Martin, TD, Minister for Enterprise, Trade

and Employment and Frank Ryan, CEO Enterprise Ireland.  It

was also attended by representatives from venture capital

firms and the wider investment community.

Start-ups Class 2004

In addition to being a very important event for the

investment community to meet these companies, the event

also gives recognition to the important contribution these

businesses make to the economy and acknowledges the

ambition, determination and innovation of the entrepreneurs

involved.  The total investment in the 65 companies is €80

million across a variety of sectors, including biotechnology,

functional foods, eLearning and entertainment/media

software. " Seven of the new start-ups, were created by

expatriates returning to live in Ireland, a growing group that

Enterprise Ireland is actively targeting and encouraging.  In

addition, 43% of the start-ups are located outside of Dublin.

Many are located in regional cities while others have started

up in more rural areas such as Roscommon, Leitrim and

Tipperary.  This spread of businesses contributes greatly to

local economies encouraging balanced regional

development, a key priority for Enterprise Ireland.

1. At Enterprise Ireland's Start-Up Class
of 2004 were from left: Minister
Micheál Martin, TD, Minister for
Enterprise, Trade and Employment
and Pat O'Donnell, Lincor Solutions
Ltd, Model Farm Road, Cork.

2. At Enterprise Ireland's Start-Up Class of
2004 were from left: Bryan Campbell,
Lightstorm Networks; Minister Micheál
Martin, TD, Minister for Enterprise,
Trade and Employment and Geraldine
Kelly, Haptica Ltd. 

3. At Enterprise Ireland's Start-Up Class
of 2004 were from left: Sarita
O'Carroll, Enterprise Ireland;
Geraldine Kelly, Haptica Ltd; Ann-
Marie Raftery, Pharmaplaz Ltd and
Laura Shesgreen, Ntera.
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Enterprise Ireland has a leadership role in developing

infrastructure networks, encouraging start-ups and

established companies and supporting first-time exporters

throughout each region.  To this end, we work closely with

innovative companies that show strong growth potential and

with our State and industry partners to foster pro-business

environments around the country.  

FUNDING IN THE REGIONS Through its funding offers,

Enterprise Ireland aims to support balanced regional

development, particularly in the Border, Midlands and West

(BMW) region, and the South-East and South-West regions.

" In terms of venture capital funding, four of the fifteen

funds established under the Seed and Venture Capital

Programme (National Development Plan 2000–2006), have

specific regional commitments.  Two of these venture

capitalists have established offices in regional locations, one

in Cork and the other in Dundalk and Galway.

ENTERPRISE SPACE FOR START-UPS It is vital that

entrepreneurs and leaders of progressive companies around

Ireland have access to appropriate enterprise space to develop

their businesses.  Facilitating this infrastructure need for

companies at different stages of development is a key priority

for Enterprise Ireland.  " Community Enterprise Centres:

Enterprise Ireland works closely with these local business

support centres around the country to grow local businesses.

In 2004, seven new Community Enterprise Centres (CECs)

were completed in Macroom, Carlow, Lismore, Easkey,

Ballyshannon, Moville and Emyvale and the centre in Ballina

was expanded.  A total of 97 such centres, involving an

investment of €23 million by Enterprise Ireland, are now

operational throughout the regions with associated

employment of 3,000 people. " A new training and skills

development initiative for centre managers was initiated in

2004, with certification to be given by Waterford Institute of

Technology.  Its aim is to strengthen the managers’ abilities to

advise and guide the development of local businesses. "

Bio-incubators: Dedicated on-campus incubation space for

biotechnology start-ups doubled during 2004.  Enterprise

Ireland provided financial support for the conversion of six

existing buildings into bio-incubators which will provide

laboratory and office space for up to 20 start-up companies.

Additional investment in 2004 of €750k brings total

investment in bio-incubation space to just over €4 million.

The facilities are located in Cork, Galway and Dublin. "

Institutes of Technology incubators: These centres are key

facilitators of new high technology companies and major

contributors to sustained employment and wealth in the

regions. A total investment of €32 million is funding 15

A central objective of Enterprise Ireland is to support and stimulate
balanced regional development.  We aim to accelerate the growth of
world class Irish companies, resulting in increased regional prosperity
across the country. 
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Century Homes was set up in Monaghan in 1990 and has grown to

become one of the largest timber-frame manufacturing companies in

Europe.  The company produces all types of timber frame buildings from

new custom homes to large scale housing developments, nursing homes,

hotels and multi-storey apartments.

In Ireland Century Homes produces 5,000 units annually, or

one in 10 of all newly built houses.  The company has

almost 500 employees in plants around the country and in

Britain, including Dungarvan, Monaghan, Longford, Cardiff

and Newcastle and a sales and engineering office in

London.  Its sixth manufacturing location, under

construction in Tullamore, will employ a further 120

people.  " In 2004 the company expanded in the UK by

acquiring Timber Frame Solutions in the North of England.

The expansion followed Century Homes' very successful

formula of spreading its product reach by investing in

strong regional locations.  " Century Homes was sold to

Cavan-based multinational the Kingspan Group Plc in

March 2005, who are global leaders in the manufacturer

of a dynamic range of products for the construction

industry.  " Since its establishment the company has

consistently invested extensively in research and

development and has been supported by Enterprise Ireland

through the RTI scheme.  Their timber frame product has

revolutionised the way new homes are constructed

throughout the world and significantly improved the

environmental impact of house construction.  " Century

Homes are the founder members of the Irish Timber Frame

Manufacturers Association which was set up to ensure the

highest standards are maintained throughout the industry.

This focus on quality has led Century Homes to achieve ISO

9001 & ISO 14001 awards and also the ‘Excellence

Through People Award’.  All Century Homes products carry

the Irish Quality Mark.  " Enterprise Ireland has

supported Century Homes throughout its expansion in

Ireland and through its network of overseas offices

abroad.  In 2003 Century Homes Chief Executive Gerry

McCaughey won the Ernst & Young Industry Entrepreneur

of the Year Award.

www.century.ie
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centres around the country.  In 2004, two new incubators

opened in Athlone and Tralee and building work began on a

further five centres in Carlow, Castlebar, Cork, Dundalk and

Waterford.  These centres are due to open in 2005. "

Webworks: These are a state-of-the-art network of regional

technology hubs which offer advanced office accommodation

and infrastructure, and soft supports such as mentoring,

training and management development to new and

expanding international traded services companies.  The aim

is to provide a focal point for the development of new

businesses in a range of technology sectors leading to the

emergence of regional clusters of sustainable business.

Webworks facilities are approved for prominent city centre

sites in Galway and Cork.

WORKING WITH OUR REGIONAL PARTNERS In addition to

directly funding business, venture capital partners and

enterprise space, Enterprise Ireland also works with over 200

local industry bodies such as Community Development

Associations, County Enterprise Boards, County Development

Boards, Business Innovation Centres, networking associations

and other regional organisations. " For example, in 2004 a

new working relationship with the Business Innovation

Centres and Enterprise Ireland was established with the aim of

creating improved services to clients of both organisations.

The agreed areas of enhanced co-operation include: working

together to identify, encourage and support innovative start-

up companies; the development and management of

incubation space to assist fledgling businesses; working with

the third level sector to provide support to campus

companies; and working together on programmes designed

to encourage entrepreneurship.  

BUILDING REGIONAL CLUSTERS Enterprise Ireland

continues to support, create and encourage networking

activity throughout the country.  We also continue to work

with industry groups to further economic development on a

regional basis.  One example is The Atlantic Technology

Corridor, an industry-led alliance of the technology

community on Ireland’s western seaboard.  This was

established to encourage the growth and development of the

already significant cluster of information communications and

technology companies and medical technology companies in

the area. " An important element of Enterprise Ireland’s

networking activity is its support of clusters among both

indigenous and overseas companies – bringing together

companies selling to the same buyers to collaborate on areas

of mutual interest.  Clustering will help build the synergies of

businesses working in the same sector and encourage

activities that will benefit them as a group.  Clusters have

emerged in many sectors such as the education,

environmental, eLearning and automotive sectors.  Examples

of clustering initiatives include: Medical devices: Currently

three of the top four companies in the world involved in

cardiovascular minimal invasive techniques form the core

group of a medical device cluster based in Galway. In

addition, these companies are complemented by a growing

group of dynamic indigenous companies. R&D is an essential

element in the development of such companies and going

forward, effective networking between the indigenous,

multinational and third level sectors will play a key role in the

growth of the industry. " Clustering in the construction

industry: Enterprise Ireland commissioned research into the

changing UK construction market to highlight opportunities

for construction product manufacturers in the off-site

construction sector.  The report was commissioned on behalf

of the Off-site Construction Cluster and is being used to assist

clients to develop distribution channels into the UK market.

Enterprise Ireland also continues to work with another cluster

of four construction companies to jointly develop the brand

‘Irish Blue Limestone’ to target the UK and Benelux regions.

" Pharmaceutical cluster: The Pharma Information &

Instrumentation (PII) Business Network was established by

Enterprise Ireland.  This group is made up of a group of

indigenous SMEs, providing high technology instrumentation

and information technology to the pharmaceutical industry

worldwide.  Its primary focus is the development of new

business opportunities and the adoption of a collaborative

approach to R&D, marketing, management development

practices and international sales.  In addition, the network is

working closely with Enterprise Ireland to put an export

strategy in place. 
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Galway Mayo Institute of Technology

In 2004, Enterprise Ireland invested €2.687 million in

incubator space on the Galway city campus of Galway Mayo

Institute of Technology (GMIT).  This new facility will combine

workshop, industrial and office space for high technology

manufacturing plus a dedicated applied research facility.  It

will also provide a range of business development supports to

assist in the start-up process including mentoring, business

planning and R&D services.  By locating applied research

laboratories close to manufacturing and ICT incubator space,

GMIT will also make its research expertise easily accessible to

the new enterprises.

Galway Mayo Institute of Technology. 
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Client Employment Performance by Region 2004

Region Total No Gains Losses Net Change

Dublin/Mid-East 62,311 5,226 -7,299 -2,073

Midlands 8,561 1,317 -617 +700

North-East 13,096 1,267 -1,181 +86

North-West 5,555 364 -595 -231

South-East 18,064 1,145 -1,414 -269

South-West* 23,156 1,222 -1,114 +108

West 11,372 1,357 -995 +362

Total 142,115 11,898 -13,215 -1,317

*South-West includes overseas natural resources companies in the Mid-West.
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Tanco Autowrap Ltd manufactures wrapping machinery for the agricultural

industry and boasts the worlds largest range of bale wrappers.  The Carlow

based company exports to 25 countries worldwide and employs 46 people.

In 2004, the company’s 40th anniversary, Tanco expanded to diversify into

the industrial sector. 

The GyroPak® System was launched in 2004 as one of the

most advanced and innovative wrapping systems in the

world.  The system is an innovative and effective method

of packaging all types of products that are currently

packed using pallets – from corrugated boxes to

aluminium cans.  It eliminates the need for expensive

pallets, creating potential real savings in excess of 70% on

current transport packaging costs.  This market is valued in

excess of $21 billion per year.  " Through support  from

Enterprise Ireland Tanco has been able to develop state-of-

the-art packaging systems such as the GyroPak® System

and expand its market reach as well as its industry

diversification.  " Tanco exports 95% of its product and

its major markets are the UK, Norway, and Germany.

However Tanco’s emerging target markets such as North

America, France and North Korea are beginning to play an

even more critical role.  " These markets were developed

in 2004.  Through Enterprise Ireland, Tanco identified

Marketlink which has become its marketing partner in the

US.  This move from using distributors to using an agent

has enabled Tanco to get closer to its customers and

double its exports of machinery to the US in a single year.

" In addition, Tanco is successfully expanding in

European markets, such as the difficult French market.

With assistance from Enterprise Ireland Tanco identified

distributors in France and is making good progress in the

market.  Tanco also completed a market visit to Poland

with Enterprise Ireland to assess market opportunities for

its GyroPak® System.  

www.tanco.ie
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One of the clearest trends of 2004 was the amount of

expatriates living abroad who returned to Ireland to set up

businesses or to invest in local companies.  This is a trend

that Enterprise Ireland has been actively involved in

encouraging.  One successful group involved in promoting

opportunities in Ireland to expatriates is the Sligo Business

Network in the UK.

Since its launch in London five years ago, the network has

grown to approximately 130 people, including many high net

worth individuals originally from the Sligo region now living

mainly in the London area. " In November, Enterprise

Ireland, Abbey Plc and the network organised an event in

London aimed at highlighting the excellent business

opportunities in the Sligo region and the economic growth it

is experiencing.  The event gave an outline of a €500 million

investment which is underway in the region.  This includes: a

€70 million inner relief road; new research and incubation

space at Institute of Technology Sligo; a 23 km broadband

network; expansion of Finisklin Business Park; new 4* hotels;

and shopping developments. " The event formed the first

of a two stage initiative to encourage investment in Sligo and

the creation of new business start-ups.  Some members of the

network will travel to Sligo in 2005 to consider business

opportunities in the region.

04
Did you know?

At the Sligo Business Network Event in London are from left:  Jacqueline Foley, Enterprise Ireland Dublin; Louis Doherty,
Sligo Chamber of Commerce; Charles Gallagher, Abbey plc; Andy Rogers, European Marketing Group; Michelle McMahon,
IDA Ireland Sligo; Hubert Kearns, Sligo County Manager and Barry Egan, Enterprise Ireland Sligo. 

Sligo Business Network UK
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1 Heather Ann McSharry
Country Manager
Boots Healthcare 

2 Frank Ryan
Chief Executive Officer
Enterprise Ireland

3 Margaret Daly
Environmental Consultant

4 Gerard O’Malley
Managing Director
Gerard O’Malley & Associates 
Intersearch

5 Veronica Perdisatt
Chairperson
The Kilkenny Group 

6 Kieran McGowan
Company Director 

7 Elaine Farrell
Executive Secretary
Irish Farmers Association

8 Brian Kearney
Past President
Institution of Engineers of Ireland

9 Gus Fitzpatrick
Company Director

10 John Connolly
Marketing Manager
SWS Group

11 Lorraine Benson 
Principal Officer
Department of Enterprise,
Trade and Employment

12 Pat Molloy  (Chairman)
Company Director

The following member retired from the Enterprise Ireland Board in 2004/2005: Barry O’Halloran, Company Director.

Enterprise Ireland Board
(from left to right)

Membership of the Board
and Committees
as at 1 March 2005

Enterprise Ireland Annual Report & Accounts 2004
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The Board is responsible for setting the broad policies of the organisation and delegates to management and sub-committees the responsibility for 

their implementation. In its own activities and in its use of committees the Board operates towards best private sector corporate governance principles. 

The Enterprise Ireland Board and its relevant committees have the authority to purchase shares (ordinary and preference) in companies. The 

Board has statutory authority to approve funding support up to the levels set out in the Industrial Development Act 1986, as amended, and to make 

recommendations to Government on funding support above these levels. In accordance with the Code of Practice for the Governance of State Bodies, Board members

are required to register their interests in other undertakings with the Secretary and do not participate in decisions nor receive any 

documentation in relation to these undertakings and others where conflict of interest may arise. Mary Gallagher, Secretary to the Board
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The Audit Committee assists the organisation in discharging its legal and accounting responsibilities. 

It provides the communication link with the external Auditor and evaluates and co-ordinates the Internal Audit Function.

The Investment Portfolio Review Committee has responsibility for overseeing the management of Enterprise Ireland’s investment portfolio.

The following member retired from the Investment Portfolio Review Committee in 2004/2005: Barry O’Halloran, Company Director.

The Remuneration Committee reviews the performance and remuneration of the Chief Executive Officer and the senior management team 

within the context of Government Guidelines.

The following member retired from the Remuneration Committee in 2004/2005: Barry O’Halloran, Company Director.

Audit Committee

Investment Portfolio Review Committee

Remuneration Committee

Brian Kearney (Chairman)
Past President
Institution of Engineers 
of Ireland

John Connolly
Marketing Manager 
SWS Group

Gerry Moloney
Consultant

Frank Ryan
Chief Executive Officer
Enterprise Ireland

Feargal Ó Móráin
Executive Director
Corporate and Investment Services,
Policy, Applied Research and
Commercialisation
Enterprise Ireland

Mary Gallagher
Secretary to the Investment Portfolio
Review Committee

Pat Molloy (Chairman)
Company Director

Veronica Perdisatt
Chairperson
The Kilkenny Group

Gerard O’Malley
Managing Director
Gerard O’Malley & Associates 
Intersearch 

Mary Gallagher
Secretary to the Remuneration
Committee

Kieran McGowan (Chairman)
Company Director

Gus Fitzpatrick 
Company Director

Heather Ann McSharry 
Country Manager
Boots Healthcare

Mary Gallagher
Secretary to the Audit Committee

Enterprise Ireland Annual Report & Accounts 2004
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Business Committee
(from left to right)

The following member retired from the Investment Committee in 2004/2005: Patricia Byrne, Shannon Development.

Investment Committee

Frank Ryan (Chairman)
Chief Executive Officer
Enterprise Ireland

Marian Byrne
Principal Officer
Department of Agriculture
and Food

Peter D Coyle
Executive Director
SME Scaling and
International Marketing
Services
Enterprise Ireland

John Dillon
Manager
InnovationWorks
Shannon Development 

Mike Feeney
Executive Director
Food, Client Management
Development
Enterprise Ireland

Brendan Finucane
Executive Director
Technology, Automation and
Productivity 
Enterprise Ireland

Kieran Grace
Principal Officer
Department of Enterprise,
Trade and Employment

Sean Higgins 
Divisional Manager
Investment Services
Enterprise Ireland

Pat Maher
Executive Director
Regions and
Entrepreneurship 
Enterprise Ireland 

Gerry Moloney
Consultant

Feargal Ó Móráin
Executive Director
Corporate and Investment
Services, Policy, Applied
Research and
Commercialisation 
Enterprise Ireland 

Gerry Murphy
Executive Director
International Sales and
Partnering 
Enterprise Ireland 

Ruth Lacey
Secretary to the 
Investment Committee

62+63

The Investment Committee is  empowered to approve total funding packages up to €1.25 million, for projects where previous approved funding does not exceed

€3.25 million within the previous 2 years.

Mary Gallagher
Secretary
Enterprise Ireland

Gerry Murphy
Executive Director
International Sales and Partnering
Enterprise Ireland

Brendan Finucane
Executive Director
Technology, Automation and
Productivity
Enterprise Ireland

Peter D Coyle
Executive Director
SME Scaling and International
Marketing Services
Enterprise Ireland

Kevin Sherry
Divisional Manager
High Potential Start-Ups
Enterprise Ireland

Feargal Ó Móráin
Executive Director
Corporate and Investment Services,
Policy, Applied Research and
Commercialisation
Enterprise Ireland

Mike Feeney
Executive Director
Food, Client Management
Development
Enterprise Ireland

Alan Dixon
Divisional Manager
Industrial and Lifesciences Markets
Enterprise Ireland

Julie Sinnamon
Divisional Manager
Corporate Development and Human
Resources
Enterprise Ireland

Frank Ryan (Chairman)
Chief Executive Officer
Enterprise Ireland

Pat Maher
Executive Director
Regions and Entrepreneurship
Enterprise Ireland

Jennifer Condon
Divisional Manager
Software, Services and Emerging
Sectors
Enterprise Ireland
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Management Approvals Committee

Sean Higgins (Chairman)
Divisional Manager
Investment Services 
Enterprise Ireland

Jim Mulcahy
Department Manager
Consumer Foods
Enterprise Ireland

Willie O’Brien
Department Manager
Commercial Evaluation
Enterprise Ireland

Greg Treston
Department Manager
Enterprise, Government &
Financial Services
Enterprise Ireland

Deirdre Ní Bhroin
Secretary to the Management
Approvals Committee

The Committee approves Research and Development Grants for in-company research in accordance with the terms approved by the Minister with

responsibility for the administration of the initative, which was established by the Office of Science and Technology at the Department of Enterprise, Trade

and Employment.

RTI Committee    

Feargal Ó Móráin (Chairman)
Executive Director
Corporate and Investment Services,
Policy, Applied Research and
Commercialisation 
Enterprise Ireland

Dr. Gerard Barry
Head of Food Evaluation 
Services Department
National Food Centre (Teagasc)

Prof. Gerry Byrne
Head of Department, 
Mechanical Engineering
National University of Ireland
Dublin

Maura Carolan
R&D/Technical Director
Green Isle Foods

Enda Connolly
Manager
ESR & Personnel, 
IDA Ireland

Bernadette Cullinan
Consultant 

Dr. Brendan Finucane
Executive Diretor
Technology, Automation and
Productivity 
Enterprise Ireland

Gerry Fitzmaurice
Manager
Innovation Centre
Shannon Development

Denis Hayes
Technical Manager
Bulmers Ltd (Showerings)

Bob Keane   
Office of Science & Technology
Dept of Enterprise, Trade &
Employment

Dr Enda Kenny
Managing Director
Chiroxia Limited

Brian McCoy
Managing Director
M/A Com Eurotec Operations

Sean McManus 
Údarás Na Gaeltachta

Aidan O’Connor
Managing Director
Cavan MacLellan

Kevin Sherry
Divisional Manager
High Potential Start-Ups
Enterprise Ireland

Clare Thorp
Agricultural Inspector
Department of Agriculture & Food 

Gillian Slattery 
Secretary to the RTI Committee
Enterprise Ireland 

Enterprise Ireland Annual Report & Accounts 2004

The following members retired from the Management Approvals Committee in 2004/2005: Brian Gaffney, Tom Kelly and Denis Marnane, Enterprise Ireland.

The Management Approvals Committee is empowered to approve total funding packages up to €200,000, for projects where previous approved funding

does not exceed €400,000  within the previous two years.
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The Board approves research grants in accordance with the terms of the particular schemes as approved by the Minister for Science, Technology and

Commerce, and under such terms as the Board decides.  It sets the terms and conditions for the individual grants under the Fund provided by the

Office of Science and Technology.

National Research Support Fund Board (Measure 4) 

Feargal Ó Móráin
(Chairman)
Executive Director
Corporate and Investment
Services, Policy, Applied
Research and
Commercialisation 
Enterprise Ireland

Prof. Pádraig Cunningham
Department of Computer
Science, 
Trinity College Dublin

Prof. Roy Green
Head of Department
Dean of Faculty of
Commerce, 
NUI Galway

Bob Keane
Office of Science &
Technology, 
Department of Enterprise,
Trade & Employment.

Prof. Mark Keane 
Director of ICT,
Science Foundation Ireland 
[Seconded from: 
Chair of Computer Science, 
NUI Dublin (Sept. 2004)]

Pat Lawlor
Design/Development
Manager, 
Magna Donnelly Electronics.

Dr. Martin Lyes
Divisional Manager 
Technology, Automation and
Productivity 
Enterprise Ireland

Prof. Brian MacCraith 
Department of Physics
Dublin City University

Dr. Eucharia Meehan  
Head of Research
Programmes, 
Higher Education Authority

Prof. Thomas McCarthy
Department of Biochemistry
NUI Cork

Alice Morgan
Manager, 
Knowledge, Enterprise &
Infrastructure, 
Shannon Development

Dr. Patricia Mulcahy
Head of Department, 
Institute of Technology
Carlow.

Paul Phelan  
Consultant 

Deirdre Ní Bhroin
Secretary to the 
National Research 
Support Fund Board.

Enterprise Ireland, under the National Development Plan 2000– 2006 launched its new scheme in the Autumn of 2001. The objectives of the Seed and

Venture Capital Fund Scheme 2001–2006 will be to continue to develop the Seed and Venture Capital Industry for SMEs in Ireland with particular emphasis

on the development of geographical locations outside Dublin, early stage projects and in sectors which are traditionally difficult to finance, e.g.

Biotechnology. Fifteen seed and venture capital funds are being funded under the National Development Plan 2001–2006.

Seed and Venture Capital Committee    

Feargal Ó Móráin
(Chairman)
Executive Director
Corporate and Investment
Services, Policy, Applied
Research and
Commercialisation 
Enterprise Ireland

Marie Bourke
Manager 
Longterm Planning, Tax and
Finance
Forfás

Kieran Grace
Principal Officer
Department of Enterprise,
Trade and Employment

Sean Higgins
Divisional Manager
Investment Services  
Enterprise Ireland

Des Keane
Managing Director
Siseir Ireland Limited

Kevin Keating
Corporate Director
Goodbody Stockbrokers

Denis Marnane
Department Manager
Investment Policy  
Enterprise Ireland

Gerry Moloney
Consultant

Ruth Lacey
Secretary to the Seed and
Venture Capital Committee 
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The following member retired from the National Research Support Fund Board in 2004/2005: Brendan Shanahan, Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment
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Enterprise Ireland Organisation Structure
as at 30 May 2005
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Freedom of Information Acts, 

1997 & 2003

Regulations were signed into law on 30th March

2001, providing for the extension of the Freedom

of Information Act (FOI) to Enterprise Ireland. This

Act provides a legal right to individuals to obtain

access to information held by public bodies, to

the greatest extent possible consistent with the

public interest and the right to privacy. However,

the Act provides strong protections for individuals

or companies who supply information to

Enterprise Ireland that is confidential,

commercially sensitive or personal. Such

information cannot be released under FOI

without those who supplied the information

being consulted. There is also a right of appeal

to the Information Commissioner, who is an

independent authority for FOI matters. Further

information on the implementation of FOI at

Enterprise Ireland is available from the

Government Relations and FOI Office, Enterprise

Ireland, Glasnevin, Dublin 9 and is also available

and on our website at www.enterprise-

ireland.com.

Safety, Health and Welfare at Work Act,

1989

In accordance with the Safety, Health and Welfare

at Work Act, 1989, Enterprise Ireland has

prepared a safety statement that encompasses all

of the aspects affecting staff and visitor welfare.

Worker Participation (State Enterprise) Act,

1988

Pending its inclusion as a prescribed body for the

purposes of the Act, Enterprise Ireland has put

consultative processes in place, involving the Trade

Unions representing staff.

Prompt Payment of Accounts Act, 1997

Enterprise Ireland comes under the remit of the

Prompt Payment of Accounts Act, 1997, which

came into effect on 2nd January 1998, and the

European Communities (Late Payment in

Commercial Transactions) Regulations 2002,

which came into effect on 7th August 2002. 

It is the policy of Enterprise Ireland to ensure that

all invoices are paid promptly. Specific provisions

are in place to enable all invoices to be tracked

and to ensure that payments are made before

their due date for interest and charges purposes.

Invoices are logged daily and weekly cheque runs

are carried out to ensure prompt payment. These

controls are designed to provide reasonable,

though not absolute assurance against non-

compliance with the Act and Regulations.

Enterprise Ireland enters into written contracts

in a number of areas. The payment period

applicable for these contracts ranges from 1 to

14 days.

During 2004 there were no late payments. 

Ethics in Public Office Act, 1995

Enterprise Ireland was brought within the scope

of the Ethics in Public Office (Prescribed Public

Bodies, Designated Directorships of Public Bodies

and Designated Positions in Public Bodies)

Regulations 2004 (S.I. No 699 of 2004) with

effect from 1st January 2005. 

Data Protection Act 1988 and 2003

Enterprise Ireland is registered as a data controller

under the Data Protection Acts. Data protection is

concerned with the protection of your

fundamental right to privacy and your right to

exercise control over how your personal

information is used. Applications in relation to

personal information may be made under either

the Freedom of Information Acts or under the

Data Protection Acts. Further information is

available from the Government Relations and FOI

Office, Enterprise Ireland, Glasnevin, Dublin 9. 

Environmental Policy Statement

Enterprise Ireland's activities impact the

environment in two main ways: 

Running the organisation: Through an

Environmental Management programme,

Enterprise Ireland manages the environmental

impacts relevant to its activities. By the

establishment and review of environmental

objectives and targets, Enterprise Ireland aims to

continuously improve its environmental

performance in areas of its activities which are

appropriate and economically viable. The

Enterprise Ireland Environmental Policy is available

to interested parties on request.

Supporting Irish Business: Enterprise Ireland is

pro-active in stimulating high environmental

standards among client companies. The provision

of mainstream financial support to clients is

subject to an environmental review.

Disclosure Policy on Payments and

Investments

It is Enterprise Ireland’s policy to make 

information available on Financial Support

payments that have been made to client

companies. A supplement to this Report, 

listing all such payments made by Enterprise

Ireland in 2004, is available on request. 

A schedule of investments at cost as at 31

December 2004 showing individual amounts in

excess of €0.635 million is disclosed in Appendix

1 attached to the Financial Statements.

Equality

Enterprise Ireland is committed to a policy 

of equal opportunity and adopts a positive

approach to equality in the organisation.

Enterprise Ireland operates a number of schemes

that provide staff with options in relation to

meeting their career and personal needs, such as

job sharing, study leave, educational programmes

and career breaks.

Commission of the European Union

In 2004, Enterprise Ireland administered a range

of programmes which are eligible for co-funding

by EU Structural Funds under the Productive

Sector Operational Programme, Human Resources

Operational Programme, and the two Regional

Operational Programmes for the Southern and

Eastern and BMW regions.

Official Languages Act 2003

Enterprise Ireland comes under the remit of the

Official Languages Act 2003 which was signed

into law on 14 July 2003 to provide a statutory

framework for the delivery of services through the

Irish Language. In accordance with Section 10 of

the Act, this Annual Report is published

simultaneously in Irish and English. 

Frank Ryan, Chief Executive Officer

Statutory and Other Notices 
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I have audited the financial statements on

pages 74 to 92 under Section 22 of the

Industrial Development (Enterprise Ireland)

Act, 1998.

Respective Responsibilities of the

Members of the Board and the

Comptroller and Auditor General

The accounting responsibilities of the

members of the Board of the Agency are set

out on page 72. It is my responsibility, based

on my audit, to form an independent opinion

on the financial statements presented to me

and to report on them. 

I review whether the statement on the system

of internal financial control on page 73

reflects the Agency’s compliance with

applicable guidance on corporate governance

and report any material instance where

it does not do so, or if the statement is

misleading or inconsistent with other 

information of which I am aware from 

my audit of the financial statements.

Basis of Audit Opinion

In the exercise of my function as Comptroller

and Auditor General, I conducted my audit of

the financial statements in accordance with

auditing standards issued by the Auditing

Practices Board and by reference to the special

considerations which attach to State bodies in

relation to their management and operation. 

An audit includes examination, on a test basis,

of evidence relevant to the amounts and

disclosures in the financial statements. It also

includes an assessment of the 

significant estimates and judgments 

made in the preparation of the financial

statements, and of whether the accounting

policies are appropriate to the Agency’s

circumstances, consistently applied and

adequately disclosed.

I planned and performed my audit so as to

obtain all the information and explanations

that I considered necessary to provide me with

sufficient evidence to give reasonable

assurance that the financial statements are

free from material misstatement whether

caused by fraud or other irregularity or error.

In forming my opinion I also evaluated the

overall adequacy of the presentation of 

information in the financial statements. 

Opinion

In my opinion, proper books of account have

been kept by the Agency and the financial

statements, which are in agreement with

them, give a true and fair view of the state of

affairs of Enterprise Ireland at 31 December

2004 and of its income and expenditure and

cash flow for the year then ended.

John Purcell

Comptroller and Auditor General

9 June 2005

Report of the Comptroller and Auditor General for presentation to 
the Houses of the Oireachtas 
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Board Members’ Report
For the year ended 31 December 2004

On behalf of the Board of Enterprise Ireland:

Patrick J Molloy, Chairman Frank Ryan, Chief Executive Officer

Board Members’
Responsibilities

Financial Statements

Section 22 of the Industrial Development

(Enterprise Ireland) Act, 1998, requires

Enterprise Ireland to keep, in such form as

may be approved of by the Minister for

Enterprise, Trade and Employment with the

consent of the Minister for Finance, all proper

and usual accounts of money received and

expended by it.

In preparing those financial statements,

Enterprise Ireland is required to:

• Select suitable accounting policies and

apply them consistently

• Make judgements and estimates that are 

reasonable and prudent

• Prepare the financial statements on the

going concern basis unless it is

inappropriate to presume that it will

continue in operation

• State whether applicable accounting

standards have been followed, subject to

any material departures disclosed and

explained in the financial statements

The Board is responsible for keeping proper

books of account which disclose, with

reasonable accuracy at any time, its financial

position and which enables it to ensure that

the financial statements comply with Section

22 of the Industrial Development (Enterprise

Ireland) Act, 1998.

Prompt Payment of Accounts Act, 1997

The Board has overall responsibility for the

organisation’s compliance with the Prompt

Payment of Accounts Act, 1997, which came

into effect on 2 January 1998, and the

European Communities (Late Payment in

Commercial Transactions) Regulations 2002,

which came into effect on 7 August 2002.

The Board has delegated this responsibility to

management.

The system of internal control incorporates

such controls and procedures that are

considered necessary to ensure compliance

with the Act. The organisation’s system of

internal control includes accounting and

computer controls designed to ensure the

identification of invoices and contracts for

payment within the prescribed payment dates

as defined by the Act. These controls are

designed to provide reasonable, though not

absolute, assurance against non-compliance

with the Act.

The Board is satisfied that Enterprise Ireland

complied with the provisions of the Act in all

material respects.
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On behalf of the Board of Directors of

Enterprise Ireland, I acknowledge our

responsibility for the system of internal financial

control in the agency and for putting in place

processes and procedures for the purpose of

ensuring that the system is effective. 

The system can provide only reasonable and not

absolute assurance that assets are safeguarded,

transactions authorised and properly recorded,

and that material errors or irregularities are

either prevented or would be detected in a

timely period.

The Board has taken steps to ensure an

appropriate control environment is in place by:

• Establishing formal procedures through

various committee functions to monitor the

activities and safeguard the assets of the

organisation 

• Clearly defining and documenting

management responsibilities and powers 

• Developing a strong culture of accountability

across all levels of the organisation

The Board has also established processes to

identify and evaluate business risks. This is

achieved in a number of ways including:

• Identifying the nature, extent and financial

implications of risks facing Enterprise Ireland 

• Assessing the likelihood of identified risks

occurring

• Assessing Enterprise Ireland’s ability to

manage and mitigate the risks that do occur

• Working closely with Government and

various agencies and institutions to ensure

that there is a clear understanding of

Enterprise Ireland’s goals and support for

the Agency’s strategies to achieve those

goals

• Carrying out regular reviews of strategic

plans both short and long term and

evaluating the risks to bringing those plans

to fruition

• Setting annual and longer term targets for

each area of our business followed by the

regular reporting on the results achieved 

• Establishing and enforcing extensive

standard procedures and provisions under

which financial assistance may be made

available to projects, including provisions

requiring repayment if the project does not

fulfil commitments made by the promoter

The system of internal financial control is

based on a framework of regular

management information, administrative

procedures including segregation of duties,

and a system of delegation and

accountability. In particular it includes: 

• A comprehensive budgeting system with an

annual budget which is reviewed and

agreed by the Board of Directors

• Regular reviews by the Board of Directors of

periodic and annual financial reports which

indicate financial performance against

forecasts

• Setting targets to measure financial and

other performances

• Clearly defined capital investment control

guidelines

• Formal project management disciplines

Enterprise Ireland has an internal audit

department, currently staffed by a team made

up of resources outsourced from a firm of

accountants together with an experienced

Enterprise Ireland manager. This department

operates in accordance with the Internal Audit

Charter approved by the Audit Committee of

the Board. This committee meets on a quarterly

basis to review reports prepared by Internal

Audit and other departments. The Audit

Committee reports regularly to the Board in

relation to the matters that it has considered. 

The internal audit function operates in

accordance with the Framework Code of Best

Practice set out in the Code of Practice on the

Governance of State Bodies. A rolling three-year

Internal Audit Strategic Audit Plan is approved

by the Audit Committee and revised annually

where required. The current work plan takes

account of areas of potential risk identified in a

risk assessment exercise carried out with

management at the start of the current

planning cycle. The Internal Auditor provides

the Committee with quarterly reports on

assignments carried out. These reports highlight

deficiencies or weaknesses, if any, in the system

of internal financial control and the

recommended corrective measures to be taken

where necessary. The Audit Committee receives

a quarterly management report on the status of

issues raised by the Internal Audit. Internal

Audit reviews this report regularly.

I confirm that, in respect of the year to 31

December 2004, the Board conducted a review

of the system of internal financial controls. The

Board’s monitoring and review of the

effectiveness of the system of internal financial

control is informed by the work of the Internal

Auditor, the Audit Committee which oversees

the work of the Internal Auditor, the executive

managers within Enterprise Ireland who have

responsibility for the development and

maintenance of the financial control framework

and comments made by the Comptroller and

Auditor General in his management letter.

Statement on the System of Internal Financial Control
For the year ended 31 December 2004

On behalf of the Board of Enterprise Ireland:

Patrick J Molloy, Chairman
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The basis of accounting and significant

accounting policies adopted by Enterprise

Ireland are as follows:

(a) Basis of Accounting

The financial statements have been prepared

under the historical cost convention and in the

form approved by the Minister for Enterprise,

Trade and Employment with the concurrence of

the Minister for Finance under the Industrial

Development (Enterprise Ireland) Act, 1998. 

The financial statements have been prepared on

an accruals basis, except as stated below and in

accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting

Practice. Financial Reporting Standards

recommended by the recognised accountancy

bodies are adopted as they become applicable.

Income Recognition

The following income categories are on a cash

basis:

• Oireachtas Grants 

• Seed and Venture Capital Funds

• Financial Support Refunds

• Dividends

• Factory Rental Income 

• Bank Deposit Interest

• Programmes in Advanced Technology Fee

Income

• Proceeds from Sale of Fixed Assets

(b) Superannuation

Legislation requires Forfás to prepare and

administer pension schemes for the granting of

pension entitlements to its staff including staff

seconded to Enterprise Ireland.

Certain voluntary early retirement costs paid

directly by Enterprise Ireland and all pension

contributions deducted from staff in

contributory unfunded schemes are accounted

for in the Income and Expenditure Account in

the period in which they arise.

(c) Leases

Rentals under operating leases are dealt with in

the financial statements as they fall due.

(d) Foreign Currencies

The financial statements are expressed in euro.

Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in

foreign currencies are translated at the

exchange rates ruling at the Balance Sheet date.

Transactions in foreign currencies are translated

at the exchange rates ruling at the dates of the

underlying transactions. The resulting profits or

losses are dealt with in the Income and

Expenditure Account.

(e) Investments

Quoted Investments

Investments listed on a recognised stock

exchange are stated at the lower of cost or net

realisable value. Where the reasons for previous

provisions in respect of diminution in value have

ceased to apply, those provisions are reversed.

The market valuation of the quoted portfolio is

disclosed in Note 14(c).

Other Investments

Other investments are stated at the lower of

cost or net realisable value, based on

management’s assessment and a review process

using the latest available audited or

management accounts of the investee

companies or other relevant business

information. Where the reasons for previous

provisions in respect of diminution in value have

ceased to apply, those provisions are reversed.

Where management’s assessment of the value

of investments is nil, due to insolvency or

otherwise, these investments have been written

off.

Investment in Subsidiary 

Maison D’Irlande SARL is a wholly owned

subsidiary of Enterprise Ireland. The investment

in the subsidiary is stated at cost and is included

in the Financial Fixed Assets in the Balance

Sheet. The results of the subsidiary have not

been consolidated with those of Enterprise

Ireland as it is considered more appropriate in

the interests of clarity and on the basis of

materiality to account separately for the

activities of this company.

Seed and Venture Capital Funds

Advances to these funds are reported at the

lower of cost or net realisable value based on

Fund Managers’ Valuations. The guidelines

followed by the Fund Managers in arriving at

the valuations are in accordance with the

valuation principles of the European and the

Irish Venture Capital Associations. Where the

reasons for previous provisions in respect of

diminution in value have ceased to apply, those

provisions are reversed.

Gains and Losses

Realised gains and losses and provision for

change in value of investments are recognised

in the Income and Expenditure Account. 

Consolidation

The financial statements do not reflect a

consolidation of the results of investee

companies. Enterprise Ireland is of the opinion

that such a consolidation would be misleading,

having regard to the diverse nature of

businesses of the companies involved and to its

general duty to prepare financial statements

which give a true and fair view of its industrial

promotion activities.

(f) Repayable Financial Support to Industry

The amount recoverable in respect of repayable

financial support to industry is reflected in the

Balance Sheet as Financial Incentive Assets and

the related funding is included in the State

Advances Account. A specific provision is

maintained in the Income & Expenditure

Account to provide for possible shortfalls and

doubtful debts.

The repayable financial supports to industry are

as follows:

Targeted Marketing Consultancy (TMC)

Programme

A proportion of financial incentives support

under the TMC Programme is recoverable based

on the sales performance of companies assisted.

The amounts advanced are recovered over a 24

to 60 month period by way of a levy based on

the sales achieved by the TMC expenditure.

Research & Development and Capital

Financial Support

Certain Research & Development and Capital

Financial Support agreements have a repayable

clause allowing for part of the financial support

to be recovered.

(g) State Advances Account

The State Advances Account represents the

amount of current income allocated by

Enterprise Ireland to fund monies advanced to

client companies by way of repayable financial

support and which is still outstanding, less a

provision for shortfalls and doubtful debts.

Accounting Policies
For the year ended 31 December 2004
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(h) Tangible Fixed Assets

Tangible fixed assets, including Programmes in

Advanced Technologies (PAT’s) tangible fixed

assets, are stated at cost less accumulated

depreciation. Depreciation is calculated in order

to write off the cost of tangible fixed assets on

a straight line basis over their estimated useful

lives as follows:

(i) Motor Vehicles 20% 

(ii) New Buildings 4% 

(iii) Refurbishment  

to Existing Buildings 4%– 20%

(iv) Fixtures & Fittings 25%

(v) Computers 33%

Fixtures, Fittings & Computers (excluding PATs)

below the capitalisation threshold are expended

in the Income and Expenditure Account in the

year of purchase.

(i) Provision for Doubtful Debts

Trade Debtors

Doubtful debts are provided for by way of a

specific provision. 

Accounting Policies  (continued)

For the year ended 31 December 2004
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2004 2003
Notes €'000 €'000

INCOME

Exchequer Funding

Oireachtas Grants 1 216,649 214,249

Other Funding

Own Resources 2 14,201 15,327 

Profit on Disposal of Fixed Assets (net) 7 6,246 5,571
–––––––––– ––––––––––

Total Income 237,096 235,147 
–––––––––– ––––––––––

EXPENDITURE

Financial Support to Industry 3 107,175 111,158 

Administration, Operation and Promotion 4 95,368 92,473 

Diminution in Value of Fixed Assets 5 23,134 25,840 

Diminution in Value of Financial Incentive Assets 6 398 583 
–––––––––– ––––––––––

TOTAL EXPENDITURE 226,075 230,054
–––––––––– ––––––––––

SURPLUS BEFORE APPROPRIATIONS 11,021 5,093 

APPROPRIATIONS

Contribution to Exchequer 8 (4,801) (265)

Contribution from other Organisations 9 777 631 

Transfer to Capital  Account 10 (12,248) (7,669)

Transfer from State Advances Account 11 766 1,601
–––––––––– ––––––––––

Deficit after Appropriations (4,485) (609)

Balance Brought Forward at Start of Year 7,776 8,385 

–––––––––– ––––––––––
Balance Carried Forward at End of Year 3,291 7,776 

–––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––

Amounts shown under Income and Expenditure are in respect of continuing activities.

There are no recognised gains or losses, other than those dealt with in the Income and Expenditure Account.

The Accounting Policies, Cashflow Statement, Notes 1 to 21 and Appendix 1 form part of these financial statements.

Income and Expenditure Account
For the year ended 31 December 2004
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On behalf of the Board of Enterprise Ireland:

Patrick J Molloy, Chairman Frank Ryan, Chief Executive Officer
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2004 2003
Notes €'000 €'000

FIXED ASSETS

Tangible 13 21,068 22,299

Financial 14 196,780 183,301
–––––––––– ––––––––––

Total Fixed Assets 217,848 205,600

FINANCIAL  INCENTIVE  ASSETS 15 1,693 2,459

CURRENT ASSETS

Debtors 16 6,753 8,829

Cash at bank and in hand 6,682 10,413
–––––––––– ––––––––––

13,435 19,242

CURRENT LIABILITIES

Creditors (Amounts falling due within one year) 17 10,144 11,466
–––––––––– ––––––––––

NET CURRENT ASSETS 3,291 7,776
–––––––––– ––––––––––

TOTAL NET ASSETS 222,832 215,835
–––––––––– ––––––––––

REPRESENTING 

Capital Account 10 217,848 205,600

State  Advances Account 11 1,693 2,459

Income and Expenditure Account 3,291 7,776
–––––––––– ––––––––––

222,832 215,835
–––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––

The Accounting Policies, Cashflow Statement, Notes 1 to 21 and Appendix 1 form part of these financial statements.

Balance Sheet
As at 31 December 2004

On behalf of the Board of Enterprise Ireland:

Patrick J Molloy, Chairman Frank Ryan, Chief Executive Officer
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Cash Flow Statement
For the year ended 31 December 2004

2004 2003
€'000 €'000

Reconciliation of Net Movement for the Year 

to Net Cash Inflow from Operating Activities

Excess Income over Expenditure 11,021 5,093

Bank Interest (72) (115)

Dividends (1,857) (1,844)

Diminution in Value of Fixed Assets 23,134 25,840

Loss / (Profit) on Disposal Tangible Fixed Assets 94 (118)

Profit on Disposal of Financial Fixed Assets (6,340) (5,453)

Decrease in Financial Incentive Assets 766 1,601

Decrease in Debtors 2,076 3,691

Decrease in Creditors  (1,322) (5,627)
–––––––––– ––––––––––

Net Cash Inflow from Operating Activities 27,500 23,068
–––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––

Cash Flow Statement

Net Cash Inflow  from Operating Activities 27,500 23,068

Contribution to Exchequer (4,801) (265)

Contribution from other Organisations 777 631

Returns on Investments and Servicing of Finance

Bank Interest received 72 115

Dividends received 1,857 1,844
–––––––––– ––––––––––

25,405 25,393

Investing Activities

Payments to acquire Fixed Assets

Tangible (2,321) (3,292)

Financial:

Investments in Shares (25,684) (22,774)

Seed and Venture Capital Fund (16,249) (14,520)

Receipts from disposal of Fixed Assets

Tangible 45 156

Financial: 

Investments in Shares 13,143 12,492

Seed and Venture Capital Fund 1,930 -
–––––––––– ––––––––––

Net Cash Outflow from Investing Activities (29,136) (27,938)
–––––––––– ––––––––––

Decrease in Cash and Cash Equivalents (3,731) (2,545)
–––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––

Reconciliation of Net Cash Flow to Movement in Net Funds

Net Funds at 31 December 6,682 10,413

Net Funds at 1 January 10,413 12,958
–––––––––– ––––––––––

Movement in Net Funds in the Year (3,731) (2,545)
–––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––

The Accounting Policies, Cashflow Statement, Notes 1 to 21 and Appendix 1 form part of these financial statements.

On behalf of the Board of Enterprise Ireland:

Patrick J Molloy, Chairman Frank Ryan, Chief Executive Officer
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1 Exchequer Funding

Oireachtas Grants

(a) Under Section 35 of the Industrial Development (Science Foundation Ireland) Act 2003, the aggregate amount of grants made by the Minister to

Forfás and its Agencies to enable them to discharge their capital obligations and liabilities shall not exceed €3.4 billion. At 31 December 2004 the

aggregate amount made available to the three Agencies was €2.209 billion (2003– €2.007 billion) of which Enterprise Ireland and the former

Forbairt received €661.151m (2003– €613.563m).

(b) Under Section 14(3) of the Industrial Development Act 1986, the aggregate amount of grants made by the Minister to Forfás and its Agencies to

enable them to meet their obligations and liabilities in respect of principal and interest on foot of Loan Guarantees under that Act and under Section

37 of the Industrial Development Act 1969 , Sections 2 and 3 of the Industrial Development Act 1977, shall not exceed €159m . At 

31 December 2004 the aggregate amount so provided was €13.547m (2003– €13.547m), all of which related to Enterprise Ireland clients.

The Oireachtas Grants as shown in the financial statements consist of:

2004 2003
€'000 €'000

Grant for Capital Grants, Loan Guarantees, etc 47,588 49,443

Grant for Promotion and Administration Expenditure 88,386 84,745

Grant for Capital Equipment 3,216 3,110

National Training Fund 2,500 4,000

eBIT Initiative - 1,008

Science & Technology Development Programme 74,959 71,943
–––––––––– ––––––––––

216,649 214,249
–––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––

Notes to the Financial Statements
For the year ended 31 December 2004
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2 Own Resources

2004 2003
Notes €'000 €'000

Financial Support Refunds 2,904 2,201

Dividends 2 (a) 1,857 1,844

Professional Fee Income 2 (b) 4,639 5,698

Programmes in Advanced Technology Fee Income 431 687

Rental Income 2 (c) 3,140 2,852

Other Income 2 (d) 1,230 2,045
–––––––––– ––––––––––

14,201 15,327
–––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––

a) Dividends

Quoted Investments 204 490

Other Investments 1,653 1,354
–––––––––– ––––––––––

1,857 1,844
–––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––

b) Professional Fee Income

Professional Services 2,737 2,945

Market Project Income 1,902 2,753
–––––––––– ––––––––––

4,639 5,698
–––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––

Income under this heading includes amounts received for Research Work, Tests, 

Investigations,Market Projects and Consultancy undertaken on behalf of clients.

c) Rental Income

Factory Rents 446 -

Office Sub-Lettings 2,694 2,852
–––––––––– ––––––––––

3,140 2,852 
–––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––

d) Other Income

Sale of Publications and Advertising / Subscriptions 280 361

Bank Deposit Interest 72 115

Seed & Venture Capital Fund Net Income 18 10

Contribution to Central Overheads by Other Organisations 580 586

Other 280 973
–––––––––– ––––––––––

1,230 2,045
–––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––
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For the year ended 31 December 2004

3 Financial Support to Industry

2004 2003
Notes €'000 €'000

i) Company Development

Employment 4,265 4,227

Fixed Asset Support 5,259 3,736

Marketing & Knowledge Transfer Support 8,168 8,004

R & D (including Feasibility) 6,417 6,866

Management Development 3 (b) 1,148 1,667

Training 3 (b) 3,438 3,925

Consultancy Grants 153 -

eBIT Initiative 1 1,004 

Incubator Units 109 775 

Webworks - 32

Community Enterprise Centres 4,404 3,394
–––––––––– ––––––––––

33,362 33,630 

ii) Third Parties

Oireachtas Grant transferred to SFADCo 3 (c) 3,200 2,801

Business Innovation Centres 2,540 2,486

Craft Council of Ireland 2,454 2,333

National Institute of Transport Logistics (NITL) 1,313 1,559

Cork Water Subsidy 3 (d) - 5,630
–––––––––– ––––––––––

9,507 14,809 

iii) Science & Technology Development

RTI Collaboration - Programmes in Advanced Technology 3 (e) 19,981 22,230

RTI Collaboration - Applied Research 3 (f) 9,633 9,851 

RTI for Industry 3 (a) 3 (g) 23,163 22,995

RTI Infrastructure 3 (h) 11,529 7,643
–––––––––– ––––––––––

64,306 62,719

Total for Financial Support to Industry Charged to Income and Expenditure Account 107,175 111,158
–––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––

Financial Support to Industry capitalised on the Balance Sheet

Investments in Shares 3 (i) 25,684 22,774

Seed & Venture Capital Funds 16,249 14,520

TMC Marketing Support Programme 3 (j) - (41)

–––––––––– ––––––––––
Total Financial Support to Industry 149,108 148,411 

–––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––
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a) Disbursements To Other State Agencies

The amount of €149.108m for financial support to industry includes disbursements to other State Agencies in the amount of €9.399m.

These are detailed as follows:

Notes Údarás na IDA SFADCo Total
Gaeltachta Ireland 

€ '000 € '000 € '000 € '000

Oireachtas Grant transferred to SFADCo 3 (c) - - 3,200 3,200

RTI for Industry 3 (g) 1,523 2,966 1,710 6,199
–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––

1,523 2,966 4,910 9,399
–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––

b)  Management Development & Training

That portion of expenditure in this category which meets European Social Fund eligibility criteria will be submitted by Enterprise Ireland to the

Managing Authority for the Human Resources Operational Programme 2000 - 2006, within the Department of Enterprise, Trade & Employment, for

co-funding.

c)  Oireachtas Grant transferred to SFADCo

Shannon Free Airport Development Company Ltd (SFADCo) acts under an agency agreement in respect of the administration and payment of financial

support and investments to designated client companies located in the Mid-West Region. The transfer of funds to SFADCo is recorded in these

financial statements. The disbursement of funds to client companies is accounted for in the financial statements of SFADCo. During the year Enterprise

Ireland advanced €3.200m (2003 – €2.801m).

d) Cork Water Subsidy

The Cork Water Subsidy reflects payments made under Government directive. In 2003, Enterprise Ireland made full and final settlement under this

Directive.

e) Research, Technology and Innovation - Collaboration (Programmes in Advanced Technology)

Programmes in Advanced Technology were originally established in six niche areas as follows:  Advanced Manufacturing Technology, Biotechnology,

Optronics, Informatics, Power Electronics and  Advanced Materials. During 2004, these areas were restructured into three major research themes:

Biotechnology, Industrial Technologies and Informatics. They are designed to develop and transfer leading-edge technologies from the third level

research community into industry. Under a revised operational model,introdued in 2002, expenditure now comprises direct payroll costs, service-level

grants and research project grants. The expenditure figure of €19.981m (2003- €22.230m) includes €5.469m (2003 - €5.557m) for payroll costs.

That portion of expenditure in this category which meets European Regional Development Fund eligibility criteria will be submitted by Enterprise

Ireland to the Managing Authority for the Productive Sector Operational Programme 2000 - 2006, within the Department of Enterprise, Trade &

Employment, for co-funding.

f) Research, Technology and Innovation (RTI) Collaboration - Applied Research

This measure provides financial support for research projects in a wide range of areas, leading to the training of high quality postgraduate researchers

in research and analytical skills. That portion of expenditure in this category which meets European Regional Development Fund eligibility criteria will

be submitted by Enterprise Ireland to the Managing Authority for the Productive Sector Operational Programme 2000 - 2006, within the Department

of Enterprise, Trade & Employment, for co-funding.

g) Research, Technology and Innovation (RTI) for Industry

This measure  is designed to improve the level and quality of research and development undertaken by companies in Ireland by co-funding 

projects to be carried out directly by them. That portion of expenditure in this category which meets European Regional Development Fund 

eligibility criteria will be submitted by Enterprise Ireland to the Managing Authority for the Productive Sector Operational Programme 

2000 – 2006, within the Department of Enterprise, Trade & Employment, for co-funding.
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h)  Research, Technology and Innovation (RTI) Infrastructure

This measure provides financial support for enterprise infrastructure, based on incubator/applied research space associated with the Institutes of

Technology in Ireland. It is designed to increase the rate of creation of companies from research and also to encourage direct interaction between the

Institutes and companies located close to them. That portion of expenditure in this category which meets European Regional Development Fund

eligibility criteria will be submitted by Enterprise Ireland to the Managing Authorities for the South and East and BMW Regional 

Operational Programmes 2000 – 2006 for co-funding. These Managing Authorities are located in the Border, Midlands and Western Regional

Assembly and the Southern and Eastern Regional Assembly.

i) Investments in Shares

The Investments in Shares refer to investments in 101 undertakings (2003–102).

j) TMC Marketing Support Programme

Approvals under the TMC Marketing Programme ceased on 31 December 1999. There were no payments made in 2004.The net credit of €0.041m

in 2003 represents the reduction in a previous provision in respect of TMC grants. 

Notes to the Financial Statements  (continued)

For the year ended 31 December 2004
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4 Administration, Operation and Promotion

2004 2003
Notes €'000 €'000

Remuneration and Other Pay Costs 4 (a) 63,804 59,804

Library Services and Other Client Related Costs 1,432 1,512 

Rents, Rates , Service Charges & Insurance 10,694 9,958

Travelling Expenses 5,861 5,672

Postage & Stationery 1,888 2,041

Communication & IT Costs 2,983 3,920

Repairs, Maintenance & Leasing Charges 1,871 1,589 

Light, Heat & Cleaning 1,321 1,307

Board Members' Emoluments 351 430

Professional Fees 2,466 3,006

Audit Fee 65 60

Tangible Fixed Assets Below Capitalisation Threshold 648 713

Other Operating Expenses 1,984 2,461
–––––––––– ––––––––––

95,368 92,473 
–––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––

a) Remuneration and Other Pay Costs

Remuneration and Other Pay Costs for all employees and pensioners comprise:

Salaries and Pensions 4 (b) 56,938 53,252 

Voluntary Early Retirement Scheme Superannuation lump sums 4 (c) 214 165

Other Pay Costs:

Employer's Contribution to Social Welfare 2,633 2,261

Employer's Contribution to Pension Schemes 812 690

Staff Training and Development 1,669 1,760

Other Staff Related Costs 1,538 1,676
–––––––––– ––––––––––

63,804 59,804
–––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––

b) Salaries & Pensions

The Salaries and Pensions figure of €56.938m (2003 – €53.252m) reflects the impact of increases arising from Sustaining Progress, from

Benchmarking, from local cost of living awards paid to overseas based staff, from annual increment and merit awards and from cost reductions

arising from the Voluntary Early Retirement Scheme.

c) Voluntary Early Retirement Scheme Superannuation Lump Sums

Enterprise Ireland introduced a Voluntary Early Retirement scheme in 2001. In 2004, some additional members of staff retired under this scheme and

the net cost of their superannuation lump sums amounted to €0.214m (2003– €0.165m). In addition the cost of the related pension entitlements,

which Enterprise Ireland pays, is included in Salaries and Pensions.

Enterprise Ireland continues to pay pension entitlements under the Voluntary Early Retirement scheme introduced by Forbairt in 1996. The cost 

of these related pensions, which Enterprise Ireland pays, is included in Salaries and Pensions.During the year there were no superannuation lump sums

paid under this scheme. 
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For the year ended 31 December 2004

d) Superannuation

Under the Industrial Development Acts, 1986-1998, staff working in Enterprise Ireland are seconded from Forfás. Under Paragraph 3 of the 2nd Schedule

of the Industrial Development Act, 1993, responsibility for all pension entitlements rests with Forfás.  Therefore Forfás is responsible for pension reporting

requirements including those set out under FRS17. 

Scheme Staff Covered Type

Forfás Staff recruited by Forfás after 5 April 1995 Unfunded Defined Benefit both

Contributory and Non Contributory

Former IDA Former IDA staff and those recruited by Forfás in the Contributory Defined Benefit funded to meet

appropriate grades between 1 January 1994 and 5 April 1995 pension costs at retirement. Post retirement

increases unfunded and met by Forfás

Former Eolas Former Eolas staff and those recruited by Forfás in the Unfunded Non Contributory Defined Benefit

appropriate grades between 1 January 1994 and 5 April 1995

Former National Board of A small number of former NBST staff serving on Unfunded Contributory Defined Benefit

Science & Technology 31 December 1987 

Former Irish Goods Council A small number of former Irish Goods Council staff Funded Contributory Defined Benefit

serving on 31 August 1991 

Former An Bord Tráchtála Former An Bord Tráchtála staff (other than those covered Unfunded Contributory Defined Benefit

by the Irish Goods Council scheme above) who were

pensionable employees on 23 July 1998

5 Diminution in Value of Fixed Assets

2004 2003
Notes €'000 €'000

Depreciation of Tangible Fixed Assets 13(a) 13(b) 3,413 3,241

Provision for the Diminution in the Value of Investments 14(a) 13,510 8,557

Provision for the Diminution in the Value of 

Seed and Venture Capital Funds 14(b) 6,211 14,042
–––––––––– ––––––––––

23,134 25,840
–––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––

6 Diminution in Value of Financial Incentive Assets

2004 2003
Notes €'000 €'000

Shortfalls for the Year 15 1,445 2,140

Movement in Provision for Shortfalls for the Year 15 (1,047) (1,557)
–––––––––– ––––––––––

398 583
–––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––
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7 Profit on Disposal of Fixed Assets (net)

The profit on disposal of Fixed Assets comprises:

2004 2003

Net Book Sale Profit/(Loss) Net Book Sale Profit on
Amount Proceeds on Disposal Amount Proceeds Disposal
€'000 €'000 €'000 €'000 €'000 €'000

Tangible Fixed Assets 139 45 (94) 38 156 118

Financial Fixed Assets:

Investments in Shares 7,495 13,143 5,648 6,722 11,642 4,920

Seed & Venture Capital Funds 1,238 1,930 692 317 850 533
–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––

8,872 15,118 6,246 7,077 12,648 5,571 
–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––

8 Contribution to Exchequer

The total contribution to the Exchequer in 2004 amounted to €4.801m being that portion of non-State Funded income of Enterprise Ireland which

was in excess of the amounts accounted for in the Government Book of Estimates. The total contribution to the Exchequer in 2003 amounted to

€0.265m being monies paid back to the Exchequer in respect of investments that did not take place. The contribution is analysed as follows:

2004 2003
€'000 €'000

Excess Proceeds from:

Own Resource Capital Income (Sales of Investments/Financial Support Refunds) 3,738 -

Own Resource Operating Income (Fees Earned, Rental Income) 1,063 -

Investments in Companies that did not go ahead - 265
–––––––––– ––––––––––

4,801 265–––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––

9 Contributions from Other Organisations

2004 2003
Notes €'000 €'000

National Standards Authority of Ireland (NSAI) 9 (a) 777 631
–––––––––– ––––––––––

777 631
–––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––

a) NSAI

This represents a transfer in grant that NSAI receive for pay and other costs, including capital expenditure, relating to the National Metrology

Laboratory (NML).

10 Capital Account

a) Capital Account
2004 2003

€'000 €'000 €'000 €'000

Opening Balance 205,600 197,931

Net Movements on :

Tangible Fixed Assets (1,231) 12

Investments in Shares 4,679 7,496

Seed & Venture Capital Funds 8,800 161 
–––––––––– ––––––––––

Transfer from Income and Expenditure Account 12,248 7,669

–––––––––– ––––––––––
Closing Balance 217,848 205,600 

–––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––
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11 State Advances Account

2004 2003
Notes €'000 €'000

Opening Balance 2,459 4,060

Transfer to Income and Expenditure Account in respect of 

Financial Incentive Assets 15 (766) (1,601)
–––––––––– ––––––––––

Closing Balance 1,693 2,459
–––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––

12 Taxation

Enterprise Ireland is not liable to corporate taxes in Ireland or in the countries in which it operates because it is a non commercial State 

sponsored body. Its bank interest and rental income are exempt from taxation under section 227, Taxes Consolidation Act, 1997.

It is liable to employer taxes in Ireland and complies with related withholding, reporting and payment obligations. In some countries in which 

it operates, an exemption from local taxation has been availed of under the Governmental Services article of the relevant double taxation 

agreement or local tax legislation. This position is currently being reviewed by Enterprise Ireland and confirmation of this exemption is being requested

from the relevant tax authorities in the jurisdictions where this exemption has been availed of. While some positive responses have been received the

confirmation process is ongoing. This confirmation process may result in a liability to employer/employee taxes in some jurisdictions. At the balance

sheet date it was not possible to make a reliable estimate of these contingent liabilities. As a result , no provision in respect of such taxes has been

included in the financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2004. 
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13 Tangible Fixed Assets

Notes Cost Accumulated Net Book Net Book
Depreciation Amount Amount

2004 2003
€'000 €'000 €'000 €'000

Tangible Fixed Assets 13 (a) 48,014 27,051 20,963 21,812 

PATs Tangible Fixed Assets 13 (b) 31,140 31,035 105 487 
–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––

79,154 58,086 21,068 22,299 
–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––

a) Tangible Fixed Assets
Buildings Motor Vehicles Fixtures, Fittings Total

& Computers
€'000 €'000 €'000 €'000

Cost

At 1 January 2004 38,884 103 7,261 46,248 

Additions 1,762 37 522 2,321

Disposals - - (555) (555)
–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––

At 31 December 2004 40,646 140 7,228 48,014
–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––

Depreciation

At 1 January 2004 18,519 50 5,867 24,436

Charge for Year 2,439 13 611 3,063

Disposals - - (448) (448)
–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––

At 31 December 2004 20,958 63 6,030 27,051

–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––

Net Book Amount

At 31 December 2004 19,688 77 1,198 20,963
–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––

At 31 December 2003 20,365 53 1,394 21,812
–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––

b) PAT’s Tangible Fixed Assets
Buildings Motor Vehicles Fixtures, Fittings Total

& Computers
€'000 €'000 €'000 €'000

Cost

At 1 January 2004 1,746 11 29,488 31,245

Additions - - - -

Disposals - - (105) (105)
–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––

At 31 December 2004 1,746 11 29,383 31,140
–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––

Depreciation

At 1 January 2004 1,509 11 29,238 30,758

Charge for Year 188 - 162 350

Disposals - - (73) (73)
–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––

At 31 December 2004 1,697 11 29,327 31,035
–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––

Net Book Amount

At 31 December 2004 49 - 56 105
–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––

At 31 December 2003 237 - 250 487
–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––
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14 Financial Fixed Assets

2004 2003
Notes €'000 €'000

Investments in Shares 14 (a) 110,326 105,647

Seed and Venture Capital Funds 14 (b) 86,454 77,654 
–––––––––– ––––––––––

Total Financial Fixed Assets 196,780 183,301
–––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––

a) Investments in Shares

Quoted Other Investment Total
Investments Investments in Subsidiary

€'000 €'000 €'000 €'000
Note (14c) Note (14d)

Cost

At 1 January 2004 3,848 162,788 6 166,642

Reclassification Adjustment 1,407 (1,407) - -

Additions - 25,684 - 25,684

Disposals and Write-Offs (30) (13,302) - (13,332)
–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––

At 31 December 2004 5,225 173,763 6 178,994
–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––

Provision for Diminution in Value

At 1 January 2004 402 60,593 - 60,995

Movement in Year 254 13,256 - 13,510

Write back on Disposals and Write-Offs - (5,837) - (5,837)
–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––

At 31 December 2004 656 68,012 - 68,668
–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––

Net Book Amount

At 31 December 2004 4,569 105,751 6 110,326
–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––

At 31 December 2003 3,446 102,195 6 105,647
–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––

b) Seed and Venture Capital Funds

Enterprise Ireland makes funds available under Section 6 of the Industrial Development Act, 1995 for Seed and Venture capital to assist enterprises to

expand and develop new activities or introduce innovations or new technologies. The advances by Enterprise Ireland are transmitted to investment

undertakings and combined with private sector funding. Each such fund is managed by an Investment Manager. Amounts provided by the

Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment are funded by the EU and Exchequer. The outturn for the year was as follows:

2004 2003
€'000 €'000

Cost

At 1 January 120,508 106,305

Additions 16,249 14,520

Disposals (1,238) (317)
–––––––––– ––––––––––

At 31 December 135,519 120,508
–––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––

Provision for Diminution in Value

At 1 January 42,854 28,812

Movement in Year 6,211 14,042

Write back on Disposals and Write-Offs - -
–––––––––– ––––––––––

At 31 December 49,065 42,854
–––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––

Net Book Amount

At 31 December 86,454 77,654
–––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––
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c) Quoted Investments

The market value of the quoted investments held at 31 December 2004 was €30.558m (2003 – €29.069m). 

The market value of the quoted investments held at 11 May 2005 was €24.867m. 

A schedule of the Investments at cost at 31 December 2004 showing individual amounts in excess of €0.635m is disclosed in Appendix 1.

d) Investment in Subsidiary

The Investment in Subsidiary of €6,000 refers to the 100% shareholding in Maison D’Irlande SARL, a French company established to manage the

Ireland House (Maison D’Irlande) property in Paris.

15 Financial Incentive Assets

TMC R&D Capital Provision for Total
Financial Support Shortfalls and

Write-offs

€'000 €'000 €'000 €'000

Opening balance as at 1 January 2004 4,182 1,652 (3,375) 2,459

Recoverable Incentives invoiced to Companies (296) (72) - (368)

Shortfalls for the year (1,445) - - (1,445)

Provision for the year - - 1,047 1,047
–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––

Net Movement for the Year (1,741) (72) 1,047 (766)
–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––

Closing balance as at 31 December 2004 2,441 1,580 (2,328) 1,693
–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––

16 Debtors

2004 2003
€'000 €'000

Amounts  falling due within one year :

Trade Debtors 3,895 5,273

Prepayments and Accrued Income 1,408 2,044

VAT Recoverable 770 922

Other Debtors 680 590
–––––––––– ––––––––––

6,753 8,829
–––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––

17 Creditors

2004 2003
€'000 €'000

Amounts falling due within one year :

Trade Creditors 3,407 4,490

Taxation - 372

Payroll  Deductions 38 52

Accruals 4,171 5,048

Financial Support Creditors and Accruals 748 668

EU Contract Deferred Income - 326

Contribution to Exchequer 1,322 -

PATs Creditors (including EU Contract Deferred Income) 157 177

Other 301 333
–––––––––– ––––––––––

10,144 11,466
–––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––
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18 Commitments

a) Operating Leases

Payments made under Operating Leases on Buildings charged in the financial statements amounted to €7.301m (2003 – €7.242m). Payments under

Operating Leases on Buildings amounting to €7.441m are due to be made in 2005.

These are in respect of leases which expire as follows:

2004 2003
€'000 €'000

Expiry of Lease:

Within One Year 819 944

One to Five Years 4,748 5,066

After Five Years 1,874 1,756
–––––––––– ––––––––––

7,441 7,766
–––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––

b) Financial Support Commitments

It is estimated that future payments likely to arise from financial support commitments entered into under various support schemes, including EU

schemes, will amount to €478m  (2003 – €467m).

c) Seed & Venture Capital Funds

It is estimated that future payments likely to arise from Seed & Venture Capital Funds commitments entered into under various contractual agreements

will amount to €35m (2003 – €43m).

d) Capital Commitments

There are no material future payments likely to arise from capital building commitments.

19 Board Members – Disclosure of Transactions

In the normal course of business, Enterprise Ireland may approve financial support and investments in preference and ordinary shares and enter into

other contractual arrangements with undertakings in which Enterprise Ireland Board members are employed or otherwise interested.

Enterprise Ireland adopted procedures in accordance with the guidelines issued by the Department of Finance in relation to the disclosure of interests

by Board members and those procedures have been adhered to by Enterprise Ireland during  the year.

Approval and payments of Financial Support and other transactions were made in the year to companies by which Board Members are employed or

otherwise associated.

These are detailed as follows:

2004 2003
€'000 €'000

Financial Support Approved 437 5,664

Financial Support Paid 4,302 5,155

Payments to Suppliers 615 1,220

Income Received 143 276

The Board members and Enterprise Ireland complied with the Department of Finance guidelines covering situations of personal interest. In cases of

potential conflict of interest, Board members did not receive Board documentation on the proposed transaction nor did the members participate in or

attend discussions relating to the matters. A schedule of these transactions is available on request.

20 Comparative Amounts

Certain comparative figures have been regrouped and restated on the same basis as those for the current year.

21 Approval of Financial Statements

The financial statements were approved by the Board of Enterprise Ireland on 11 May 2005.
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Appendix 1
Schedule of Investments at cost as at 31 December 2004 (Amounts in excess of €0.635m)

Company Activity Cost of Acquisition
€’000

Advanced Surgical Concepts Ltd Healthcare Products 820
AEP Systems Ltd E-Commerce Processor Boards 1,130
AM BEO LTD Computer Software 950
Aran Technologies Ltd Telecommunications Software 763
Artic Web Ltd Internet Software 700
Aspect Software International Ltd Computer Software 667
Burnside Eurocyl Ltd Manufacturing 677
Burnside Hydracyl Ballymoon Ltd Manufacture of Hydraulic Cylinders 735
C & F Tooling Ltd Engineering 741
Cape Technologies Ltd Telecommunications 800
Carbury Mushrooms Ltd. Mushrooms 946
Chanelle Pharmaceutical Pharmaceuticals 863
Clearstream Technologies Ltd Medical Devices 650
Clubman Omega Ltd. Shirt Making 698
Comnitel Technologies Telecommunications Software 1,609
Compupharma Ltd Computer based Training Programmes 670
Datalex Software 664
Eblana Phoyonics Ltd Laser Diodes 950
Eclipse Clinical Technologies Ltd Computer Software 750
Fexco Financial Services 3,222
Fineos Corporation Ltd Software for European Insurance 2,192
Finsa Forest Product Chipboard Manufacture 3,174
Firecomms Ltd Optical Fibres 781
Ge World Ltd Software Systems 952
Glennon Bros Cork Ltd Sawmilling 2,539
Healy Manufacturing Ltd Hosiery 997
Horseware Products Ltd Horse Blankets 667
Interactive Services Ltd e-learning Software 686
John Locke & Sons Whiskey Distilling 1,270
Lakeland Dairy Food Services Ltd Dairy Products 706
Lett   Group Ltd Shellfish and Finfish Processing 1,143
Magnetic Solutions Ltd Electronic Components 1,002
Mallon Technology Ltd Data Processing 711
Medentech Ltd. Effervescent Sterilliser Tablets 806
Merrion Pharmaceuticals Inc Pharmaceuticals 750
Michael H Limited Women's Outerwear 730
Microelectronics Development Service Ltd Communications Equipment 1,224
Microsol Control Systems for Refrigeration 1,122
Network 365 Ltd  E-Commerce Shopping Mall 1,470
Nypro Waterford Ltd Inkjet Cartridges 1,905
Openmind Networks Ltd Telecommunications 800
Panelto Foods Ltd Food Products 1,200
Pentus Ltd Electronic Components 952
Performix Technologies Ltd Computer Software 952
Pleroma Ltd Mushrooms 3,263
Prime Carrier Ltd Computer Software 775
Quality Irish Food Ltd Food Products 1,150
Rennicks Group Manufacturing of Metal Structures 1,195
Rothbury Manufacturing Ltd Mattress & Pillow Protectors 762
Scientific Systems Ltd Measuring & Control Devices 856
Sigma Wireless Mobile Communication Components 1,117
Tanco Engineering Co Ltd Farm Machinery 635
Telekinesys Research Ltd Web Based Business Solutions 681
Transware Ltd Computer Software 635
Trinity Biotech Plc. Medical Instruments & Equipment 2,760
Trintech (Holdings) Ltd Credit Card Checking System 816
Tsunami Photonics Ltd Tuneable Lasers 900
Vitra Tiles Ireland Ltd Manufacturing of tiles 640
Waterford Crystal Ltd Manufacture of Glass 1,859
Woodroe Ltd Timber Frame Housing 901
Xiam Ltd Telecommunications Software 762

67,443

Investments less than €0.635m 111,551
–––––––––––––

(See Note 14(a)) 178,994 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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continued overleaf >

Enterprise Ireland Office Network

Dublin

Glasnevin, Dublin 9. Tel. +(353 1) 808 2000/857 0000 Fax +(353 1) 808 2020

Merrion Hall, Strand Road, Sandymount, Dublin 4. Tel. +(353 1) 206 6000 Fax +(353 1) 206 6400

Wilton Park House, Wilton Place, Dublin 2. Tel. +(353 1) 808 2000/857 0000 Fax +(353 1) 808 2945

Web http://www.enterprise-ireland.com

Irish Regional Offices

Office Telephone Fax Address

Dublin/Mid East
Dublin +(353 1) 609 2150 +(353 1) 609 2111 39 Shelbourne Road, Dublin 4, Ireland

Midlands
Athlone +(353 90) 6487100  +(353 90) 6487101  Auburn, Dublin Road, Athlone, Co. Westmeath, Ireland

North East
Dundalk +(353 42) 935 4400 +(353 42) 935 4401 Finnabair Industrial Park, Dundalk, Co. Louth, Ireland

North West
Sligo +(353 71) 9159700 +(353 71) 9159701 Finisklin Business & Technology Park, Sligo, Ireland
Letterkenny +(353 74) 9169800 +(353 74) 9169801  Portland House, Port Road, Letterkenny, Co. Donegal, Ireland

South East
Waterford +(353 51) 333 500 +(353 51) 333 501 Waterford Ind. Park, Cork Road, Waterford, Ireland

South West
Cork +(353 21) 480 0200 +(353 21) 480 0271 Industry House, Rossa Avenue, Bishopstown, Cork, Ireland
Killarney +(353 64) 71600 +(353 64) 71601 57 High Street, Killarney, Co. Kerry, Ireland

West
Galway +(353 91) 735 900 +(353 91) 735 902 Mervue Business Park, Galway, Ireland

Market Offices

Amsterdam +31 (0)20 676 3141 +31 (0)20 671 6895 World Trade Center, Strawinskylaan 861, 1077 XX 
Amsterdam, the Netherlands

Beijing +(86 10) 8448 8080 +(86 10) 8448 4282 Commercial Section Embassy of Ireland, 
C612A Office Building, Beijing Lufthansa Centre, No: 50 
Liangmaqiao Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100016, China

Belfast +(44 28) 90347555 +(44 28) 90347550 3rd Floor, Chamber of Commerce House, 
22 Great Victoria Street, Belfast BT2 7LX

Berlin +(49 30) 220 72 104 +(49 30) 220 72 295 Botschaft von Irland, Friedrichstrasse 200, 10117 Berlin

Boston +(617) 292 3001 +(617) 292 3002 50 Milk Street, 20th Floor, Boston, MA 02109, USA

Brussels +(32 2) 673 9866 +(32 2) 672 10 66 Park Léopold, Rue Wiertz 50, Brussels 1050, Belgium

Budapest +(36 1) 301 4950 +(36 1) 301 4955 Bank Center, Szabadság tér 7, Budapest 1054, Hungary

Copenhagen +(45) 33 12 6090 +(45) 33 93 6390 Amagertorv 29B, 3. sal, Bankgården,
DK-1160 Copenhagen K, Denmark 

Dubai +(971 4) 331 4493 +(971 4) 331 2294 PO Box 62425, 1301, 13th floor, Crowne Plaza Commercial Tower,
Sheikh Zayed Road, Dubai
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Düsseldorf +(49 211) 470 590 +(49 211) 470 5932 Rolandstrasse 44, 40476 Düsseldorf, Germany

Glasgow +44 (0) 141 332 3015 +(44 (0) 141 332 0254 10 Claremont Terrace, Glasgow G3 7XR, Scotland

Guangzhou +(86 20) 8666 2450 +(86 20) 8666 2171 Room 702, Commercial Tower of China Hotel, LiuHua Road,              
Guangzhou, 510015, China

Hong Kong +(852) 2845 1118 +(852) 2845 9240 Room 2107 Tower 2, Lippo Centre, 89 Queensway, 
Admiralty, Hong Kong

Kuala Lumpur +(60 3) 2164 0616/ +(60 3) 2164 0619 Ireland House, 5th Floor South Block, The Amp Walk,
0618 218 Jalan Ampang, 50450 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

London +(44 20) 7318 7600 +(44 20) 7491 7170 Ireland House, 150-151 New Bond St, London W1S 2TX, England

Los Angeles +(1 323) 936 3623/ +(1 323) 936 3629 5900 Wilshire Blvd, Suite 408, Los Angeles, CA 90036, USA
3627

Madrid +(34 91) 436 4086 +(34 91) 435 6603 Casa de Irlanda, Paseo de la Castellana, 46,3rd floor, 
28046, Madrid, Spain

Milan +(39) 028800991 +(39) 028690243 Via S. Maria Segreta 6, 20123 Milano, Italy

Moscow +(7 095) 680 6500 +(7 095) 230 2763 c/o Commercial Section, Embassy of Ireland, 
+(7 095) 937 5943 Grokholski Pereulok 5, Moscow, Russia

Munich +(49 89) 57 95 91 17 +(49 89) 57 95 92 00 Regus Business Centre, Landsbergerstrasse 155, 
80687 Munich, Germany

New York +(1 212) 371 3600 +(1 212) 371 6398 Ireland House, 345 Park Avenue, 17th Floor, 
New York N.Y. 10154-0037, USA

Paris +(33 1) 53 43 1200 +(33 1) 47 42 8476 33 rue de Miromesnil, 75008 Paris, France

Prague +(420) 257 531 617 +(420) 257 532 224 Trziste13, 118 00 Prague 1, Czech Republic

Riyadh +(966 1) 488 1383 +(966 1) 488 1094 c/o Embassy of Ireland, P.O. Box 94349, Riyadh 11693, Saudi Arabia

Seoul +(82 2) 755 4967 +(82 2) 755 3969 15F Daehan Fire and Marine Insurance B/D 
51-1 Namchang-Dong, Chung-Ku, Seoul 100-778, Korea

Shanghai +(86 21) 6279 7088 +(86 21) 6279 7066 Commercial Section, Consulate General of Ireland, Suite 700A, 
Shanghai Centre, 1376 Nanjing Rd West, Shanghai 200040, China

Silicon Valley +(1 650) 329 1414 +(1 650) 329 1818 100 Hamilton Ave, Suite 130, Palo Alto, CA 94301, USA

Singapore +(65) 6733 2180 +(65) 6733 0291 Ireland House, 541 Orchard Road #08–00, 
Liat Towers, Singapore 238881

Stockholm +(46 8) 459 21 60 +(46 8) 661 75 95 Box 5737, Sibyllegatan 49, 114 87 Stockholm, Sweden

Sydney +(61 2) 8233 6214 +(61 2) 9231 6769 Level 30, 400 George Street, Sydney, NSW 2000, Australia

Tokyo +(81 3) 3263 0611 +(81 3) 3263 0614 Ireland House, 2-10-7 Kojimachi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, 102-0083, 
Japan

Vienna +(43 1) 512 9685 30 +(43 1) 512 9685 Rotenturmstrasse 16-18/Stiege 2, 1010 Vienna, Austria

Warsaw +(48 22) 583 1200 +(48 22) 646 5015 Ulicia Mysia 5, 00-496 Warszawa, Poland

Washington +(1 202) 462 3939 +(1 202) 232 5993 Embassy of Ireland,
ext. 3097 2234 Massachusetts Ave, NW, Washington DC 20008, USA

Egypt/Greece/ +(353 1) 206 6405 +(353 1) 206 6397 Market Development Europe,
Israel/Turkey/ Merrion Hall, Strand Road, Sandymount, 
Balkans/Baltics Dublin 4, Ireland
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20
www.enterprise-ireland.com

You can reach any staff member of Enterprise Ireland world-wide
by e-mailing firstname.familyname@enterprise-ireland.com

Glasnevin, Dublin 9, Ireland
Tel: +353 1 808 2000/857 0000
Fax: +353 1 808 2020

Merrion Hall, Sandymount, Dublin 4, Ireland
Tel: +353 1 206 6000/857 0000
Fax: +353 1 2066400

Wilton Park House, Wilton Place, Dublin 2, Ireland
Tel: +353 1 808 2000/857 0000
Fax: +353 1 808 2945

Enterprise Ireland is Funded by the Irish Government and 
part-financed by the European Union under the National
Development Plan 2000-2006.
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